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Abstract
The Ξ-transform is a new spinor transform arising naturally in
Einstein’s general relativity. Here the example of conformally flat
space-time is discussed in detail. In particular it is shown that
for this case, the transform coincides with two other naturally de-
fined transforms: one a two-variable transform on the Lie group
SU(2,C), the other a transform on the space of null split octaves.
The key properties of the transform are developed.
Introduction
The Ξ-transform is a transform arising naturally in general relativity, which was
found earlier this year by the author as the culmination of a long development [1]-
[12]. If M is a space-time (space and time orientable, with a fixed spin structure),
denote by S∗ the co-spin bundle of M, the space of all pairs (x, π), with x ∈ M
and π a Weyl co-spinor at x, so S∗ is a complex vector bundle over M, whose
complex fiber dimension is two. For convenience, we delete the zero section, so
π 6= 0. Denote by N the horizontal vector field on S∗, that represents the null
geodesic spray. A twistor function f(x, π) is by definition a function on S∗ that is
killed byN [13]-[15]. The function f(x, π) is said to be homogeneous of integral
degree k if and only if f(x, tπ) = tkf(x, π), for any real non-zero t. Denote
by Hk the space of all twistor functions, homogeneous of degree k. Then the Ξ-
transform is a conformally invariant transform mapping H−4 to H−2. The basic
definition of the transform is given in detail in the author’s preprint [1]. In this
work we analyze the transform for the case of conformally flat space-time. We
discuss three versions of the transform, here denoted by Ξ1, Ξ2 and Ξ3:
• Ξ1(f)(g, h) =
∫
p∈G
f(p, g−1ph)ωp.
Here G is a compact Lie group, ωp is Haar measure, and f is a smooth
function of two G-variables. Then the output Ξ1(f) is a smooth function of
its two arguments.
• Ξ2(f)(x, η) = i
∫
πA′η
A′=1
f(xa + sηAηA
′
, πC′)dsπ
B′dπB′π
BdπB.
Here we use two-component spinor notation [13]-[15]. The function f(xa, πA′)
is a twistor function, so is constant along null geodesics: πA′πA∂af(xb, πB′) =
0 and is homogeneous of degree minus four: f(x, tπ) = t−4, for t real and
non-zero. Then the output function Ξ2(f) is also a twistor function, this
time homogeneous of degree minus two.
At first sight, these two transformations may seem unrelated. We link them by
invoking a third transformation, which uses the triality theory of Elie Cartan for
spinors associated to the group O(4, 4,R) [16]-[17], [12], [2]. This employs three
eight-dimensional real vector spaces, Vα, Vβ and Vγ , each equipped with a dot
product of neutral signature (4, 4) and linked by the triality map, denoted (xyz) ∈
R, for any x, y and z in Vα, Vβ and Vγ . Dualizing, we obtain product maps, such
that (xyz) = (yz).x = (zx).y = (xy).z, for any x, y and z in Vα, Vβ and Vγ ,
where the products (yz), (zx) and (xy) take values in Vα, Vβ and Vγ , respectively.
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The triality obeys the key relations: ((yz)y) = y.yz, (z(yz)) = z.zy, (x(zx)) =
x.xz, ((zx)z) = z.zx, (y(xy)) = y.yx and ((xy)x) = x.xy, for any x, y and z in
Vα, Vβ and Vγ and the whole theory is invariant under permutations of the three
vector spaces. Such a triality is usually studied in the positive definite case, in
which case, if (xy) = 0, for x in Vα and y in Vβ, then it follows immediately that
either x or y is zero. Here however, if (xy) = 0, we have 0 = ((xy)x) = x.xy
and 0 = (y(xy)) = y.yx, from which we see that it is conceivable that x and y
can be both non-zero, provided that they are both null vectors. Then for y a fixed
non-zero null vector in Vβ, it emerges that the space Ny of solutions x ∈ Vα, of
the equation (xy) = 0 is a four-dimensional completely null self-dual subspace of
Vα. Then the following integral is well-defined:
• ξ3(f)(y)abcd =
∫
(xy)=0
f(x)x[adxbdxcdxd].
Here f is a smooth function, homogeneous of degree minus four in the
variable x ∈ Vα and the integral is taken over an oriented three-sphere rep-
resenting the fundamental homology class of the complement of the origin
in the four-space Ny. It emerges that ξ3(f)(y)abcd factorizes:
• ξ3(f)(y)abcd = Ξ3(f)(y)σabcd(y).
Here σabcd = σabcde′f ′ ye
′
yf
′
and σabcde′f ′ = σ
[abcd]
(e′f ′) and σabcde′f ′ is trace-free in its
index pair e′f ′. Then σ[abcd]e′f ′ gives a natural isomorphism of the space of
trace-free symmetric tensors of Vβ with the space of self-dual four skew
four-index tensors of the space Vα, both spaces being thirty-five dimen-
sional. Then the coefficient Ξ3(f)(y) is smooth and homogeneous of degree
minus two in the non-zero null vector y. This gives us our third transform.
There are now two main results in this work:
• All three transforms are equivalent, provided we take G = SU(2,C) for the
case of the transform Ξ1.
• All three transforms obey an equation of the form Ξ ◦  =  ◦ Ξ = 0,
where  is a second-order conformally invariant wave operator (for the
ultra-hyperbolic signature (3, 3)), whose existence follows from the general
theory of C. Robin Graham, Ralph Jenne, Lionel Mason and the present
author [18].
We suspect that a stronger result is true: namely that the kernels and images of
Ξ and  exactly match. However we only prove this here under the technical as-
sumption that the input function has a finite spherical harmonic decomposition.
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• In sections one and two below, we organize the theory of Casimir differen-
tial operators on a Lie group.
• In section three, we describe the spherical harmonics of the group SU(2,C).
• In section four, we reformulate the spherical harmonic theory in terms of
two-component spinors.
• In section five, we introduce the transform and prove its basic properties,
for the case of an arbitrary compact Lie group. In particular for the case
when the group is SU(2,C), we prove the relation C ◦ Ξ = Ξ ◦ C = 0,
where C = C+ − C− and C+ and C− are the standard quadratic Casimir
differential operators of SU(2,C), defined in terms of the first and second
variable of the transformed function Ξ(f)(g, h), respectively.
• In section six, we analyze the kernel and the image of the Ξ-transform under
the technical assumption that the input function has a finite decomposition
in spherical harmonics.
• In section seven, we introduce the basic null twistor space, which after re-
moving a real scaling degree of freedom has topology the product of two
three-spheres and which is metrically conformal to the metric G+ − G−,
where G± are unit three-sphere metrics on the two factors of the product.
Geometrically this space represents the space of null geodesics in confor-
mally compactified Minkowksi space-time, where the geodesic is supplied
with a tangent co-spinor, defined up to a non-zero real scaling and parallelly
propagated along the null geodesic. Note that the six-dimensional confor-
mal geometry is of the type of Charles Fefferman, associated to the invariant
Cauchy-Riemann structure of the null twistor space [8].
• In section eight, we introduce the basic symmetry groups of the twistor
space, the groups U(2, 2,C) and O(4, 4,R).
• In sections nine and ten, we give two different formulations of the null
twistor wave operator, , one using the ambient non-null twistors and the
other purely intrinsic.
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• In sections eleven, twelve and thirteen, we translate the twistor symme-
try generators and the null twistor wave operator into the language of two-
component spinors.
• In section fourteen, we introduce the spinor version of the Ξ-transform and
then in sections fifteen and sixteen, we prove the basic relations Ξ ◦  =
 ◦ Ξ = 0.
• In section seventeen, we develop the theory of O(4, 4) triality using quater-
nion variables and we discuss the incidence relation for null vectors of the
triality: the systematic use of quaternion variables tightens up and simplifies
the earlier treatment of the author and Philip Tillman [2].
• In section eighteen, we use twistor variables to parametrize the triality.
• In section nineteen, we introduce the invariant transform using the twistor
variables and prove that the invariant transform encodes the same informa-
tion as the spinor version of the transform.
• Finally in section twenty, we reduce the invariant transform to the two-
variable group transform, finishing the proof that all three transforms are
equivalent. In particular the group structure of the first transform is under-
stood to arise from a particular choice of conformal factor for the invariant
approach. Thus in the group approach the underlying conformal invariance
is not manifest and the relevant functions are not conformally weighted,
unlike in the other two cases.
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1 Left and right invariant vector fields
Let G be a compact real Lie group, so G is also naturally a smooth (even real
analytic) compact manifold. For each g ∈ G denote by Lg : G → G and Rg :
G → G the smooth operations of left multiplication and right multiplication,
respectively. So Lg(k) = gk and Rgk = kg, for any h ∈ G. Note that Lg
and Rh commute for any g and h in G. Also denote by Adg : G → G the
adjoint representation of G on itself, so we have Adg = LgRg−1 , for any g ∈ G.
Denote by ω the Haar measure for the Lie group, which we represent smoothly
by a volume-form ω with value ωg at g ∈ G. Then ω is invariant under the
operations of left multiplication and right multiplication by elements of G, so ω
is also invariant under the adjoint map. Denote by ∇α the Lie algebra of left-
invariant vector fields on G. Here we use Greek indices for the tensors based on
the tensor algebra of the tangent and cotangent spaces at the identity of G. Then
we have the Lie bracket:
[∇α,∇β] = C γαβ ∇γ.
Here C γαβ = −C γβα are the structure constants of the Lie algebra. Similarly,
denote by ∆α the Lie algebra of right-invariant vector fields on G. Then we have
the Lie brackets:
[∇α,∆β] = 0, [∆α,∆β] = −C γαβ ∆γ .
Here we have the normalization that at the identity of G, ∆α and ∇α are equal
(and are equal to the Kronecker delta tensor at that point). Denote by Ad(g)βα the
adjoint action of the Lie group G on the tangent space to G at its identity element.
Then we have:
(∆α)g = Ad(g−1)βα(∇β)g.
For each vector vα in the tangent space at the identity of G, denote by∇v = vα∇α
the corresponding left-invariant vector field. Integrating the vector field ∇v gives
a one-parameter group of transformations of G, denoted by Rv(t), with t ∈ R.
We have Rv(t) = Rgv(t), where expv(t) is the integral curve passing through
the identity element of the vector field ∇v. Also denote by ∆v = vα∆α the
corresponding right-invariant vector field. Integrating the vector field ∆v gives a
one-parameter group of transformations of G, denoted by Lv(t), with t ∈ R. Then
we have Lv(t) = Lexpv(t). Note that expv(−t) = (expv(t))−1, for any v in the Lie
algebra and any real t.
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2 Casimir operators
A Casimir operator C for the Lie group G is, by definition, a differential operator
on G, that is both left and right-invariant. Such an operator may be written as a
polynomial in the operators ∇α or ∆α with constant coefficients. Modulo the Lie
algebra relations, it then has a unique expression as a sum combination of terms
Cn, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , where C0 is a constant multiple of the identity and if n ≥ 1,
Cn takes the following form:
Cn = C
α1α2...αn∇α1∇α2 . . .∇αn = Cα1α2...αn∆α1∆α2 . . .∆αn .
Here the coefficient tensorCα1α2...αn is totally symmetric and is both left-invariant
and right-invariant. If Cn = 0 for all odd n, we say that the Casimir operator is
even; if Cn = 0, for all even n, we say that the Casimir operator is odd. If only
Ck is non-zero, we say that the Casimir operator is of order k.
In the special case that the Lie group is semi-simple, we introduce the Killing
form, defined by the formula:
gαβ = C
δ
αγ C
γ
βδ .
Then it is standard that gαβ is symmetric and invertible and left and right invariant.
Denoting its inverse by gαβ, we have a preferred second order Casimir operator,
denoted by :
 = gαβ∇α∇β = gαβ∆α∆β .
In general, if the Lie group has rank m, there are m independent Casimir oper-
ators, that together with the identity operator generate the algebra of all Casimir
operators. For example in the case of the special unitary group SU(n,C), consist-
ing of all unitary n × n complex matrices of unit determinant, we may write the
Lie algebra as:
[Eαβ , E
γ
δ ] = δ
γ
βE
α
δ − δαδ Eδβ.
Here Eαβ is trace-free and hermitian. Then any polynomial in the operator Eαβ
traced over all its indices, in any fashion, gives a (possibly identically zero) Casimir
operator. The algebra has rank n−1, the independent Casimirs being given by the
quantities tr(Ek), for k = 2, 3, . . . n (where Ek is the k-fold matrix product of E
with itself). In particular, for the case n = 2, the only independent Casimir opera-
tor is the Killing operator, which is proportional to the operator tr(E2) = EαβEβα .
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3 The case of the Lie group SU(2,C); harmonics
The case we need for later is the case of the group SU(2,C), which we will usually
represent as the group of quaternions q that are unit: qq = qq = 1. If we write
q = t + xi + yj + zk, where (t, x, y, z) ∈ R4, i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1,
then the group is represented as the unit real three-sphere in R4, with equation
t2 + x2 + y2 + z2 = 1. A basis for the left invariant vector fields is obtained
from the one parameter groups eis, ejs and eks, where s is real. The corresponding
left-invariant vector fields are as follows:
J = t∇− x∂t − x×∇.
Here we have x = [x, y, z] and ∇ = [∂x, ∂y, ∂z] and we use standard vector
notation for Euclidean three-space with co-ordinate vector x. Then we have:
J × J = (t∇− x∂t − x×∇)× (t∇− x∂t − x×∇)
= (x×∇)t∂t + t(∇× (∇× x))− x∂t × (t∇) + x× (x×∇)∂t
−(x×∇)× (t∇− x∂t − x×∇)
= −x×∇+ t∇(3 + x.∇)− t(∇.∇)x− (x.x)∇∂t + x(x.∇)∂t
+x(∇.(t∇− x∂t))−∇(x.(t∇− x∂t)) + t∇− x∂t − x×∇
= 2t∇− 2x×∇− (x.x)∇∂t − 4x∂t +∇(x.x)∂t = 2J.
Written out in components, we have:
[Ji, Jj] = 2ǫijkJ
k.
Here ǫijk is the alternating symbol on three elements, with ǫ123 = 1. The right-
invariant vector fields are obtained similarly:
K = t∇− x∂t + x×∇.
Note that at the identity, where t = 1 and x = 0, the vectors J and K agree, since
they each reduce to just ∇. Then we have:
[Ki, Kj] = −2ǫijkKk, [Ji, Kj] = 0.
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There is one non-trivial Casimir operator, associated to the Killing form, which
we may take to be:
J.J = (t∇− x∂t − x×∇).(t∇− x∂t − x×∇)
= t2∇.∇− (3 + x.∇)t∂t − x.∇(1 + t∂t) + x.x∂2t + (x×∇).(x×∇)
= t2∇.∇− (3 + 2x.∇)t∂t − x.∇+ x.x∂2t − ((x×∇)× (∇)).x
= t2∇.∇− (3 + 2x.∇)t∂t − x.∇+ x.x∂2t + x(∇.∇).x− (x.∇)(3 + x.∇)
= (t2 + x.x)(∂2t +∇.∇)− (2 + 2x.∇)t∂t − (t∂t)2 − (x.∇)(2 + x.∇)
= (t2 + x.x)(∂2t +∇.∇)− 2(t∂t + x.∇)− (t∂t + x.∇)2
= (gabx
axb)gcd∂c∂d − xa∂a(xb∂b + 2).
Here xa = (t, x, y, z) and gab is represented by the identity matrix, so we have:
gabx
axb = t2 + x2 + y2 + z2 = t2 + x.x,
gcd∂c∂d = ∂
2
t + ∂
2
x + ∂
2
y + ∂
2
z = ∂
2
t +∇.∇,
xa∂a = t∂t + x∂x + y∂y + z∂z = t∂t + x.∇.
Note that K.K is the same operator as J.J .
A harmonic polynomial of degree k, p(xa), on SU(2,C) is the restriction to the
three-sphere gabxaxb = 1 of a polynomial in xa that is harmonic gab∂a∂bp = 0
and is homogeneous of non-negative integral degree k: xa∂ap = kp. So we see
that a harmonic polynomial is an eigen-state of J.J of eigen-value −k(k + 2).
The polynomial is then said to have spin k
2
. Finally by the Peter-Weyl theorem
a smooth function on the group may be uniquely decomposed into its harmonic
components. Explicitly, the harmonic transformation H(f) of f(x) is:
H(f)(y) =
∫
S3
f(x)ωx
(x− y).(x− y) , y.y < 1.
Here the dot product is the standard Euclidean dot product of vectors in R4. Also
the integral is taken over the unit three-sphere, S3, with equation x.x = 1 and ωx
is the invariant volume form of the three-sphere, normalized so that the integral of
the constant function 1 over the three-sphere gives the result 1. The homogeneous
components of the Taylor expansion of H(f)(y), in powers of the vector variable
ya, give the various spherical harmonics of f . Note that ∂y.∂yH(f)(y) = 0,
so each component is a harmonic polynomial of the form ha1a2...akya1ya2 . . . yak
where the (constant) tensor ha1a2...ak is totally symmetric and trace-free on any
pair of indices.
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4 The spinor approach to SU(2,C)
We work with a complex two-dimensional vector space S, called the spin space.
S is equipped with a quaternionic conjugation: a conjugate complex linear map
from S to itself, whose square is the negative of the identity. If α ∈ S, then its
conjugate is denoted α. If α ∈ S, then {α, α} forms a basis for S, over C, if
and only if α is non-zero. We use upper case Latin indices for the tensor algebra
over C of S. Then the conjugate of the spinor αA is the spinor αA. We give S a
complex symplectic structure, denoted ǫAB which is self-conjugate. If αA is any
non-zero spinor, we have 2α[AαB] = kǫAB , where k is real and non-zero. It is
easily seen that the sign of k is independent of the choice of the spinor α. We
say that ǫAB is positively oriented, relative to the given conjugation, if and only
if k is always positive. Note that if ǫAB is not positively oriented, then −ǫAB is
positively oriented. Henceforth we take ǫAB to be positively oriented. Then α is
said to be normalized if and only if k = 1. In index-free notation, ǫ is positively
oriented if and only if there exists a non-zero spinor α, such that 2α∧α = ǫ. Then
any such spinor α is normalized. If α is normalized and β is any spinor, then we
have β = pα+ qα, for some complex numbers p and q. Then β = −qα+ p α and
β ∧ β = (|p|2 + |q|2)α ∧ α, so β is itself normalized if and only if |p|2 + |q|2 = 1.
The matrix m of the transformation α→ β is:
m =
p −q
q p
, det(m) = |p|2 + |q|2 = 1.
The group of all such transformations is the group SU(2,C). Using indices, the
elements of SU(2,C) are represented by endomorphisms m BA which are self-
conjugate and preserve ǫAB:
m BA = m
B
A , m
A
C m
B
D ǫ
CD = ǫAB.
Spinor indices are raised and lowered using ǫAB and its inverse ǫAB , as appropriate
according to the rules vA = vBǫBA and vA = ǫABvB . In particular, we have
ǫABǫ
AB = 2. Also a spinor αA is normalized if and only if αAαA = 1.
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The Lie algebra of SU(2,C) is represented by self-conjugate vector fields JCD =
JDC on the group, which obey the relations at any point m BA of the group:
2JCDm
B
A = −mA(Cδ BD) .
For any spinors α and β, put Jα = αAαBJAB, Jβ = βAβBJAB and Jαβ =
αAβBJAB = Jβα. Then we have, for any spinors α and β:
2Jαm
B
A = m
C
A αCα
B,
4JαJβm
B
A = 2Jαm
C
A βCβ
B = −αDβDm CA αCβB,
2(JαJβ − JβJα)m BA = αDβDmAC(α(CβB) = 2αEβEJCDαCβDm BA ,
[Jα, Jβ] = αEβ
EJαβ.
Here the bracket denotes the Lie bracket of vector fields on the group. Polarizing
appropriately, with respect to α and β, we get also:
2[Jα, Jαβ] = αEβ
EJα, 2[Jβ, Jαβ] = −αEβEJβ.
Take α to be normalized and put β = α, J3 = iJαα, J+ = Jα and J− = Jα. Then
we have:
[J+, J−] = J3, 2[J±, J3] = ±J±,
JCD = αCαDJ− + αCαDJ+ + 2iα(CαD)J3.
Finally write J± = J1 ± iJ2 and put J = [J1, J2, J3]. Then J1, J2 and J3 are real
vector fields and we have:
2[Ji, Jj ] = ǫijkJk.
Then we have: JCDJCD = J−J+ + J+J− + 2J23 = 2(J21 + J22 + J23 ) = 2J.J .
Comparing with our previous J operator, which obeyed the commutation relations
[Ji, Jj] = 2ǫijkJk, we see that if we were to multiply each of our present operators
by a factor of four, the commutation relations would be the same. So the operator
JCDJ
CD is one-eighth of our previous Casimir operator, whose eigen-values were
−k(k + 2) with k a non-negative integer. Thus the operator JCDJCD has eigen-
values −1
8
k(k + 2). In particular, acting on m BA we have:
8JCDJ
CDm BA = −4JCDm CA ǫDB = 2mA(Cδ CD) ǫDB = −3m BA .
So k = 1 and we say thatm BA is (pure) spin one-half (the parameter k correspond-
ing to twice the spin). Similarly, for n any positive integer and for any constant
spinors pB and qA, the spinor function (m BA pBqA)n is of spin
n
2
.
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5 The Ξ-transform for compact Lie groups
Let f(g, h) denote a smooth function of variables g and h in G. So f : G×G→ R.
Denote by ∇+αf and ∆+αf the action of the invariant vector fields ∇α and ∆α of
G on the first argument of f , respectively and by ∇−αf and ∆−αf the action of the
invariant vector fields on the second argument of f , respectively. If C is a Casimir
operator of G, denote by C+ its action on the first argument of f(g, h) and by
C− its action on the second argument of f(g, h). If C is of degree k, define its
extension to two variables, denoted C, by the formula:
C = C+ − (−1)kC−.
For each smooth f(g, h), define Ξ(f), called the Ξ-transform of f , by the formula:
Ξ(f)(g, h) =
∫
f(p, g−1ph)ωp.
Here ωp is the Haar measure in the p-variable, represented as a smooth real volume
form on G. In these and the subsequent integrals, the variable p ∈ G is understood
to range over the whole Lie group G. Note that using the bi-invariance of the form
ωp, we can rewrite this transform in the various ways:
Ξ(f)(g, h) =
∫
f(p, g−1ph)ωp =
∫
f(gp, ph)ωp =
∫
f(gph−1, p)ωp =
∫
f(ph−1, g−1p)ωp.
It is clear that Ξ(f) is a smooth function on G × G. We calculate the operators
C± acting on Ξ(f)(g, h):
• First multiply h on the right by expv(t). Then we have, for any real t and
any vα:
Ξ(f)(g, h expv(t)) =
∫
f(p, g−1ph expv(t))ωp
=
∫
f(p, uRv(t))u=g−1phωp
Differentiating with respect to t and putting t = 0, we have:
(∇−αΞ(f))(g, h) =
∫
(∇−αf)(p, u)u=g−1phωp.
Then we have, by repeated differentiation of the last formula:
(C−Ξ(f))(g, h) =
∫
(C−f)(p, u)u=g−1phωp.
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• Second, we multiply g on the right by expv(t) in the formula for Ξ(f)(g, h).
Then we have, for any real t and any vα:
Ξ(f)(g expv(t), h) =
∫
f(p, expv(−t)g−1ph)ωp =
∫
f(p, Lv(−t)u)u=g−1phωp
Differentiating with respect to t and putting t = 0, we have:
(∇+αΞ(f))(g, h) = −
∫
(∆−α f)(p, u)u=g−1phωp.
Then we have, for C a Casimir operator of order k, after iteration of this
formula:
(C+Ξ(f))(g, h) = (−1)k
∫
(C−f)(p, u)u=g−1phωp.
Subtracting these two relations, we have proved:
• If C is a Casimir operator of G of order k, then the function Ξ(f)(g, h)
obeys the invariant partial differential equation of order k:
(CΞ(f))(g, h) = 0.
Next we rewrite the Ξ-transform with the arguments g and h moved to the first
argument of f :
Ξ(f)(g, h) =
∫
f(gph−1, p)ωp.
Then we have, as above:
Ξ(f)(g, expv(t)h) =
∫
f(gph−1 expv(−t), p)ωp,
(∆−αΞ(f))(g, h) = −
∫
(∇+αf)(gph−1, p)ωp,
(C−Ξ(f))(g, h) = (−1)k
∫
(C+f)(gph−1g, p)ωp = (−1)k
∫
(C+f)(p, g−1ph)ωp.
But earlier we proved the relation: (C−Ξ(f))(g, h) =
∫
(C−f)(p, g−1ph)ωp.
Hence, by subtraction, we have the formula:
0 =
∫
(C+ − (−1)kC−)(f)(p, g−1ph)ωp.
We have shown the key result:
• For any Casimir operator C on G, the Ξ-transform obeys the relations:
C ◦ Ξ = Ξ ◦ C = 0.
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6 The kernel of the Ξ-transform in the SU(2,C) case
In this section, we make the simplifying assumption that all functions involved
are linear combinations of only finitely many spherical harmonics. We expect the
results to go through without this assumption, but we do not prove this here.
Henceforth we assume that G = SU(2,C), which is also the Lie group of unit
quaternions under multiplication. Denote by C its second-order Casimir oper-
ator, determined by the negative of the inverse of its Killing form, so that its
eigen-values are n(n + 2), for n a non-negative integer. For non-negative inte-
gers k and l, denote by Hk,l the space of all (necessarily real analytic) harmonics
f(g, h) on SU(2,C) × SU(2,C) that obey the relations C+f = k(k + 2)f and
C−f = l(l + 2)f . Also for N any non-negative integer, put:
H
+
N = ⊕Nk=0Hk,k, H−N = ⊕Nk=0,l=0,k 6=lHk,l,
HN = H
+
N ⊕H−N = ⊕Nk=0,l=0Hk,l.
The spaces H+N and H−N are mutually orthogonal with respect to Haar measure.
Henceforth we fix N and assume f ∈ HN . Suppose that the Ξ-transform of f
vanishes, so we have Ξ(f)(g, h) =
∫
f(p, g−1ph)ωp = 0. The harmonic parts fk,l
of f with k 6= l are killed by the Ξ-transform, since such parts lie in the image
of C = C+ − C−, since Cfk,l = (k − l)(k + l + 2)fk,l, or equivalently, since the
eigen-value function x(x + 2) of C is one-to-one for x real and non-negative. So
the Ξ-transform kills the space H−N . Our aim is to show that nothing else lies in
the kernel of Ξ acting on HN . Accordingly, we need only look at functions f(g, h)
of the form: f =
∑
k fk(g, h) where fk(g, h) obeys C+fk = C−fk = k(k+2)fk,
so f ∈ H+N . Then we may write the condition that f be in the kernel:∑
k
∫
fk(x
a, xbmab )ωx = 0.
Here xa = (t, x, y, z) ∈ R4 and each fk(xayb) is bi-harmonic, so may be written:
fk(x
a, yb) = f b1b2...bka1a2...akx
a1xa2 . . . xakyb1yb2 . . . ybk .
Here f b1b2...bka1a2...ak is a constant tensor and is symmetric and trace-free on any pair of
its upper indices and symmetric and trace-free on any pair of its lower indices.
Also the matrix mab is an arbitrary SO(4) transformation and ωx is the invariant
volume measure on the unit three-sphere: gabxaxb = 1. Here gab is the Euclidean
metric tensor for R4.
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We can do the integral explicitly, leaving the following sum to be analyzed:
0 =
∑
ckf
b1b2...bk
a1a2...ak
ma1b1m
a2
b2
. . .makbk .
Here ck is a positive (computable) constant, depending only on k. Since mab is a
SO(4,R) transformation, it obeys the equation:
m ab m
c
d gac = gbd.
We can differentiate this relation with vector fields Jca = me[c∂ea]. We have:
mec∂
e
am
p
b m
q
d gpq = mecδ
p
aδ
e
bm
q
d gpq +mecδ
q
aδ
e
dm
p
b gpq = mbcmda +mdcmba
So taking the skew part in the indices ca, we find that Jca kills the defining relation
for SO(4,R). Then Jca gives the Lie algebra of SO(4,R). Also we have:
Jcdm
b
a = me[cδ
b
d] δ
e
a = ma[cδ
b
d] .
Now we differentiate our sum, using the Lie algebra operators Jcd. The result is:
0 =
∑
kckmb1[cf
b1b2...bk
d]a2...ak
ma2b2 . . .m
ak
bk
.
We differentiate again, using the generators Jef , giving the formula:
0 =
∑
k(k−1)ckmb2[em|b1|[cf b1b2b3...bkd]f ]a3...ak . . .m
ak
bk
+kck(Jefmb1[c)f
b1b2...bk
d]a2...ak
ma2b2 . . .m
ak
bk
=
∑
k(k−1)ckmb2[em|b1|[cf b1b2b3...bkd]f ]a3...akm
a3
b3
. . . makbk+kckmb1[egf ][cf
b1b2...bk
d]a2...ak
ma2b2 . . . m
ak
bk
.
Trace this relation with −2gecgfd:
0 =
∑
−2gecgfdk(k−1)ckmb2em|b1|[cf b1b2b3...bkd]fa3...ak m
a3
b3
. . .makbk−2gecgfdkckmb1egf [cf b1b2...bkd]a2...akm
a2
b2
. . .makbk
=
∑
−2gfdk(k−1)ckm cb2 m|b1|[cf b1b2b3...bkd]fa3...ak m
a3
b3
. . .makbk−2kckm cb1 δd[cf b1b2...bkd]a2...akm
a2
b2
. . .makbk
=
∑
k(k + 2)ckf
b1b2b3...bk
a1a2a3...ak
m a1b1 m
a2
b2
ma3b3 . . .m
ak
bk
.
So each term ckf b1b2...bka1a2...akm
a1
b1
ma2b2 . . .m
ak
bk
is an eigenstate of the second order SO(4)-
Casimir operator −2gecgfdJcdJef = −2JcdJcd of eigenvalue k(k + 2). Eigen-
states of different eigen-values are orthogonal with respect to the Haar measure
of SO(4). Since the function k(k + 2) is single-valued, when k is non-negative,
the various terms in the sum are mutually orthogonal. Since the sum is zero, each
individual term must be zero, giving the relation, for each non-negative integer k:
0 = f b1b2...bka1a2...akm
a1
b1
ma2b2 . . .m
ak
bk
.
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We would like to conclude that f b1b2...bka1a2...ak vanishes identically. To do this we
may henceforth assume that k ≥ 1. We re-write the relation using spinors and
the isomorphism of the spin group of SO(4) (a double cover of SO(4)) with
SU(2,C)× SU(2,C):
0 = f
B1B2...BkB
′
1
B′
2
...B′
k
A1A2...AkA
′
1
A′
2
...A′
k
m A1B1 m
A2
B2
. . .m AkBk m
A′
1
B′
1
m
A′
2
B′
2
. . .m
A′
k
B′
k
.
Here m BA and m B
′
A′ are elements of SU(2,C), independent of each other. So it is
sufficient to prove:
0 = fB1B2...BkA1A2...Ak m
A1
B1
m A2B2 . . . m
Ak
Bk
=⇒ fB1B2...BkA1A2...Ak = 0.
Here we may assume, without loss of generality, that fB1B2...BkA1A2...Ak is symmetric un-
der the simultaneous interchange of an (Ap, Bp)-pair with an (Aq, Bq)-pair, for
any p and q. Then fB1B2...BkA1A2...Ak has
(
k+3
3
)
= 1
6
(k+3)(k+2)(k+1) independent com-
ponents. Decomposing this relation into irreducible representations in the upper
indices, using the fact that m C[A m DB] = δ C[A δ DB] , since SU(2,C) transformations
have unit determinant, the relation becomes:
0 =
k∑
r=0
gB1B2...BrA1A2...Arm
A1
B1
m A2B2 . . .m
Ar
Br
.
Here gB1B2...BrA1A2...Ar is obtained from f
B1B2...Bk
A1A2...Ak
by tracing over pairs (A1, A2), (B1, B2)
. . . (A2s−1, A2s), (B2s−1, B2s) with a skew spinor symplectic form ǫCD, or its in-
verse ǫCD, as appropriate (here r + 2s = k, so k − r is necessarily even), sym-
metrizing over the remaining B-indices and over the remaining A-indices and
multiplying by a suitable positive constant, depending only on r. We have (r+1)2
independent components for each gB1B2...BrA1A2...Ar , in agreement with the simple combi-
natorial identities:
• When k = 2s is even:(
2s+ 3
3
)
=
1
6
(2s+ 3)(2s+ 2)(2s+ 1) = 12 + 32 + 52 + . . . (2s+ 1)2.
• When k = 2s+ 1 is odd.(
2s+ 4
3
)
=
1
6
(2s+4)(2s+3)(2s+2) = 22+42+ · · ·+(2s)2+(2s+2)2.
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We now need to show that necessarily each gB1B2...BrA1A2...Ar vanishes. We may further
decompose into irreducible spinor representations, so the required sum now takes
the form:
0 =
∑
0≤p,q≤k
(hp,q)
B1B2...Bp
A1A2...Ap
m A1B1 m
A2
B2
. . .m
Ap
Bp
(m CC )
q.
Here the quantities (hp,q)B1B2...BpA1A2...Ap for p + q = r are the irreducible spinor parts
of the spinor gB1B2...BrA1A2...Ar , so (hp,q)
B1B2...Bp
A1A2...Ap
is trace-free on any index pair (Aj, Bk)
and is symmetric in its upper indices and symmetric in its lower indices. We need
only to prove that each (hp,q)B1B2...BpA1A2...Ap vanishes identically.
Note that the matrix mBA may be written uniquely as follows:
m BA =
t+ iz x+ iy
−x+ iy t− iz .
Here we have (t, x, y, z) ∈ R4 and t2 + x2 + y2 + z2 = t2 + x.x = 1. Also
x = (x, y, z) lies in R3, equipped with its usual Euclidean dot product. Note that
we have also m AA = 2t = ±2
√
1− x.x. In this language, we now need to analyze
the relation, valid whenever x.x ≤ 1:
0 =
∑
p,q
2qtqhp,q(x).
Here x ∈ R3 and the function hp,q(x) is a polynomial: (hp,q)a1a2...apxa1xa2 . . . xap ,
where 1 ≤ aj ≤ 3, for each j. The coefficient tensor (hp,q)a1a2...ap is totally
symmetric and trace-free on any index pair. First put x.x = 1, which entails that
t = 0, giving the formula:
0 =
∑
p
hp,0(x), x.x = 1.
But, as p varies, the functions hp,0(x) are spherical harmonics on the two-sphere
x.x = 1, of different eigenvalues with respect to the Laplacian operator of the two-
sphere, so are mutually orthogonal. So hp,0(x) = 0 on the two-sphere, for each p.
But hp,0(x) is homogeneous in x of degree p, so hp,0(x) vanishes identically on
R3, so (hp,0)
B1B2...Bp
A1A2...Ap
vanishes identically, for each p. Then the remaining sum has
a factor of 2t, so we may factor out and reduce to the relation:
0 =
∑
p,q
2qtqhp,q+1(x).
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Again put x.x = 1, so t = 0, giving the formula:
0 =
∑
p
hp,1(x), x.x = 1.
As before we conclude that each (hp,1)B1B2...BpA1A2...Ap vanishes identically. Now we
iterate and conclude that each (hp,q)B1B2...BpA1A2...Ap vanishes identically, as required, for
all p and q and we are done. Summarizing, we have given a proof of the following
result:
• The kernel of Ξ acting on the space HN is the image of C acting on the same
space.
Finally, we notice that in the course of this proof, we have found that the image
of Ξ acting on HN does not involve harmonics apart from those of the form fk,k
for 0 ≤ k ≤ N . This follows from the relation C+ = C− = −2JcdJcd, acting
on functions of the form: f b1b2...bka1a2...akm
a1
b1
ma2b2 . . .m
ak
bk
. We describe this first, before
finishing our argument.
We compare our normalizations of the Casimir operators for the groups SO(4,R)
and SU(2,C) × SU(2,C) as follows. Using spinors the group elements m ba of
SO(4,R) decompose as products of SU(2,C) elements:
m ba = m
B
A m
B′
A′ .
The Lie algebra operator Jcd = −Jdc decomposes as:
Jcd = ǫCDJC′D′ + ǫC′D′JCD.
Here JCD = JDC and JC′D′ = JD′C′ generate the independent factors of SU(2,C).
Acting on m ba , we get:
2JCDm
b
a = ǫ
C′D′Jcdm
b
a = ǫ
C′D′ma[cδ
b
d] = ǫ
C′D′mA′C′mA(Cδ
B
D) δ
B′
D′ = −m B
′
A′ mA(Cδ
B
D) .
So we have:
JCDm
B′
A′ = 0, JCDm
B
A = −
1
2
mA(Cδ
B
D) ,
JC′D′m
B
A = 0, JC′D′m
B′
A′ = −
1
2
mA′(C′δ
B′
D′) .
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Now we can compare Casimir operators. We have:
JcdJcdmab = J
cdma[cgd]b = Jcbm
c
a = ma[cδ
c
b] = −
3
2
mab,
JCDJCDm
B
A = −
1
2
JCDmA(Cδ
B
D) =
1
2
ǫBDJCDm
C
A = −
1
4
ǫBDmA(Cδ
C
D) = −
3
8
m BA .
Similarly we have JC′D′JC′D′m B
′
A′ = −
3
8
m B
′
A′ . The group elements m BA are of
spin one-half, so the second-order Casimir operator C, acting on m BA , has the
eigen-value 1(1+2) = 3. So we have JCDJCD = −18C+. Similarly, we have also
JC′D′J
C′D′ = −1
8
C−. These equations are consistent with the identity JcdJcd =
2(JCDJ
CD + JC′D′J
C′D′), which follows immediately from the definition of the
spinor operators JCD and JC′D′ in terms of Jcd. Acting on polynomials in m ba we
then have:
JCDJ
CD = JC′D′J
C′D′ =
1
4
JcdJ
cd.
So, finally we have C+ = C− = −2JcdJcd. In particular the various polyno-
mials f b1b2...bka1a2...akm
a1
b1
ma2b2 . . .m
ak
bk
used above, which we showed are eigen-states of
−2JcdJcd of eigen-value k(k + 2) are also eigen-states of C+ and C−, each with
the same eigen-value k(k + 2).
So acting on HN , the Ξ-transform annihilates H−N and has zero kernel acting on
H
+
N . But we have just shown that the image of each Hk,k under Ξ lies in Hk,k.
Since the kernel is zero and each Hk,k is finite dimensional, the restriction of Ξ
to each Hk,k is an isomorphism with its image. So the kernel of Ξ acting on HN
is precisely the space H−N and the image of Ξ acting on HN is precisely the space
H
+
N . The latter space is also the kernel of the operator C = C+ − C− acting on
HN . We have proved, for any non-negative integer N :
• The kernel of C acting on the space HN is the image of Ξ, acting on the
same space.
• The kernel of Ξ acting on the space HN is the image of C, acting on the
same space.
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7 The null twistor geometry
The twistor space for conformally flat space-time may be taken to be a four di-
mensional complex vector space T, whose elements are called twistors [13]-[15].
Complexified, conformally compactified space-time is recovered as the Grassma-
nian Gr(2,T) of all two-dimensional complex subspaces of T, with the conformal
structure such that x and y in Gr(2,T) are null related if and only if they have a
non-zero twistor in common. The space T is equipped with a pseudo-hermitian
structure of signature (2, 2). If Zα denotes a twistor, then its conjugate is denoted
Zα, which lies in the complex dual space T∗ of T. Then the (real ) inner prod-
uct of Zα with itself is ZαZα. The space T is the disjoint union of three sets,
T± = {Zα ∈ T : ±ZαZα > 0} and N = {Zα ∈ T : ZαZα = 0}. The twistors
of N are called null. Put N′ = N − {0}. Then N′ is a smooth real manifold of
dimension seven. We say that x ∈ Gr(2,T) is real if and only if x ⊂ N. The key
fact relating twistor theory to space-time is that the subset X of all real elements of
Gr(2,T) is a smooth four-manifold, equipped with the induced natural structure
conformal structure, which makes X a conformal compactification of Minkowksi
space-time. Each element Z in N′ belongs to a one-parameter family γ(Z) (a cir-
cle) of elements of X, which forms a null geodesic in X and every null geodesic
arises in this way. Also γ(Z) = γ(Z ′) if and only if Z ′ = λZ, for 0 6= λ ∈ C.
The twistor space T carries a natural flat pseudo-Ka¨hler metric g = dZαdZα,
whose signature is (4, 4). Restricting to the space N′, this metric degenerates,
with the direction of degeneracy given by the homogeneity vector field H =
Zα∂α + Zα∂
α
, where ∂α =
∂
∂Zα
and ∂α = ∂
∂Zα
. The one parameter group for
this vector field is the transformation Zα → etZα with t real. Quotienting N′
out by this vector field, we get a smooth six-manifold, denoted M, with a confor-
mally flat conformal structure of signature (3, 3), naturally induced by the pseudo-
Ka¨hler structure of T. We may assign co-ordinates Z = (α, β, γ, δ) ∈ C4 for T,
such that:
ZαZα = |α|2 + |β|2 − |γ|2 − |δ|2.
Then the twistors of N′ satisfy |α|2 + |β|2 = |γ|2 + |δ|2 > 0. When we quotient
by the scaling Z → etZ, we may take |α|2 + |β|2 = |γ|2 + |δ|2 = 1, so M is the
product S3 × S3, where S3 is the real three-sphere. Further the induced metric is
the metric |dα|2 + |dβ|2 − |dγ|2 − |dδ|2 which gives M the metric G+ − G− (of
signature (3, 3)), where the G± are unit three-sphere metrics, applied to the first
and second factors of the product S3×S3 in the cases of G+ and G−, respectively.
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8 The twistor symmetry Lie groups and algebras
The symmetry group O(T) of T, equipped with its pseudo-Ka¨hler structure, is the
group of real linear transformations of T to itself preserving the pseudo-Ka¨hler
metric. Then O(T) is isomorphic to the twenty-eight dimensional real Lie group
O(4, 4,R). The subgroup U(T) of O(T) is the subgroup that preserves the com-
plex structure. It has sixteen real dimensions and is isomorphic to the Lie group
U(2, 2,C). The Lie algebra o(T) of O(T) is represented on the twistor space by
the operators:
Eαβ = 2Z [α∂
β]
, Eαβ = 2Z [α∂β], E
α
β = Z
α∂β − Zβ∂α.
The operators Eαβ and Eαβ have six complex degrees of freedom, counting for
twelve real dimensions. The operator Eαβ obeys E
α
β = −Eαβ , so has sixteen de-
grees of freedom. The Lie algebra commutators are easily computed directly, with
the result:
[Eαβ , Eγδ] = 0, [Eαβ, Eγδ] = 0,
[Eαβ , E
γδ] = −2δ[γβ Eδ]α, [Eαβ , Eγδ] = 2δα[γEδ]β ,
[Eαβ , E
γ
δ ] = δ
γ
βE
α
δ − δαδ Eγβ ,
[Eαβ, Eγδ] = −4δ[α[γEβ]δ] .
Note that the operator Eαβ generates the Lie algebra u(T) of U(T). The operator
H = Zα∂α+Zα∂
α
commutes with the whole algebra of o(T). Also introduce the
(pure imaginary) operator E:
E = Eαα = Z
α∂α − Zα∂α.
Then iE, generates phase transformations of the twistor space: eitE maps Zα to
eitZα, for any real t. Note that E grades the algebra o(T):
[E,Eαβ] = 2Eαβ, [E,Eαβ ] = 0, [E,Eαβ] = −2Eαβ.
Also put h = Zα∂α and h = Zα∂
α
. Then we have:
H = h+ h, E = h− h,
h =
1
2
(H + E), h =
1
2
(H − E).
Note that all four operators h, h, E and H mutually commute. Finally note that
operators of o(T) kill the function ZαZα so naturally induce operators on N′. Also
the operator H preserves ZαZα up to a scale, so it too induces an operator on N′.
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9 The null twistor wave operator 
We consider the Laplacian operator associated to the pseudo-Ka¨hler structure of
T, the operator  = ∂α∂
α
. We compute the following commutator:
[, ZβZβ] = [∂α∂
α
, ZβZβ ] = ∂α[∂
α
, ZβZβ] + [∂α, Z
βZβ]∂
α
= ∂αZ
α + Zα∂
α
= 4 + Zα∂α + Zα∂
α
= H + 4.
Then, by induction, it easily follows that for each positive integer n, we have the
relation:

nZβZβ = Z
βZβ
n + nn−1(H + 5− n).
Now let g(Z) be a given smooth function on N′. Extend g(Z) locally to a smooth
function g˜(Z), defined on an open set in T containing the space N′. Then apply
the operator n and restrict back to N′. Denote the result by n(g). So we have:
g → g˜ → n(g˜)|N′ = n(g).
Note that the vector field H is tangent to N′, so gives a well-defined smooth vector
field, still called H on N′. For k an integer, denote by Hk the space of smooth
functions f(Z) on N′, obeying the relation, for any Z ∈ N′ and any real t 6= 0:
f(tZ) = tkf(Z).
We use the same notation Hk, for the associated sheaf and presheaf, the context
determining which interpretation is relevant. Suppose now that g ∈ Hk, so g
obeys Hg = kg. Then we may consistently require that the extension g˜ obeys
the analogous relation Hg˜ = kg˜. Let g˜′ be another such extension of g. Then we
have Hg˜′ = kg˜′ and g˜− g˜′ vanishes on N′, so by the Malgrange division theorem,
we may write g˜ − g˜′ = ZαZαh(Z), where (H − k + 2)h(Z) = 0. Then by our
calculation above, we have:
(n(g˜−g˜′))(Z) = n(ZαZαh(Z)) = ZαZα(n(h))(Z)+n(n−1(H+5−n)h)(Z)
= ZαZα(
n(h))(Z) + n(k − n+ 3)(n−1h)(Z).
In the special case that k = n − 3, the last term vanishes and restricting to N′ we
get: n(g˜)|N′ = n(g˜′)|N′ . Hence we have n(g) independent of the choice of
the extension of g into T, so n(g) is canonically defined. We have shown:
• The operator n induces naturally a map from the space (or sheaf) Hn−3 to
the space or sheaf H−3−n.
Only the case n = 1 will be analyzed further here. The operator  then induces
a natural second-order differential operator takingH−2 to H−4, which we call the
null twistor wave operator.
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10 The null twistor wave operator constructed in-
trinsically in terms of the operators of the Lie
algebra o(T)
An alternative approach to the twistor wave operator uses the operator Eαβ =
2Z [α∂
β]
, which operates intrinsically to the space N′, since it kills the quantity
ZαZα. We have the following relations, using the notation of the previous section:
EαβEαγ = 4Z
[α∂
β]
Z [α∂γ]
= Zα∂
β
Zα∂γ − Zβ∂αZα∂γ + Zβ∂αZγ∂α − Zα∂βZγ∂α
= ZαZα∂
β
∂γ − Zβ∂γ(h+ 2) + ZβZγ∂α∂α − (δβγ + Zγ∂
β
)h,
[Eαβ , Eαγ] = −4δ[α[αEβ]γ] = −(δαα − 2)Eβγ − δβγE = −2Eβγ − δβγE,
1
2
(EαβEαγ + EαγE
αβ) = EαβEαγ − 1
2
[Eαβ , Eαγ]
= ZαZα∂
β
∂γ − Zβ∂γ(h + 1)− Zγ∂β(h + 1) + ZβZγ∂α∂α − 1
2
δβγ (h+ h)
= ZαZα∂
β
∂γ−1
2
(Zβ∂γ+Zγ∂
β
+δβγ )(H+2)+
1
2
(Zβ∂γ−Zγ∂β)(h−h)+ZβZγ∂α∂α+δβγ .
= ZαZα∂
β
∂γ − 1
2
(Zβ∂γ + Zγ∂
β
+ δβγ )(H + 2) +
1
2
EβγE
α
α + Z
βZγ∂
α
∂α + δ
β
γ .
Rearranging the terms of this relation we have:
1
2
(EαβEαγ+EαγE
αβ−EβγEαα−2δβγ ) = ZαZα∂
β
∂γ−1
2
(Zβ∂γ+Zγ∂
β
+δβγ )(H+2)+Z
βZγ∂
α
∂α.
In particular, when ZαZα = 0 and H + 2 = 0, we have just:
1
2
(EαβEαγ + EαγE
αβ − EβγEαα − 2δβγ ) = ZβZγ∂
α
∂α.
The left-hand side of this equation is intrinsic to N′, so therefore, so is the right-
hand side, acting on H−2. In the language of our conformal six manifold, M, the
bundles whose sections give the spacesHk are conformally weighted line bundles.
In this language, we then can rephrase the result on the wave operator as follows:
• The operator  naturally induces a conformally invariant second order wave
operator on M from the line bundle of conformal weight −2 to the line
bundle of conformal weight −4.
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11 The co-spin bundle approach to twistor space
In Minkowski space-time, we use complex two-component spinors, with spinor
index pairsAA′ corresponding to vector indices a; conjugation interchanges primed
and unprimed indices [13]-[15]. The metric, gab, and its inverse, gab, factorize:
gab = ǫABǫA′B′ , g
ab = ǫABǫA
′B′ , ǫAB = −ǫBA, ǫABǫAC = δ CB .
Here ǫAB and ǫAB are the complex conjugates of ǫA′B′ and ǫA′B′ , respectively.
Spinor indices are raised and lowered according to the scheme vB = vAǫAB ,
vA = ǫABvB and their conjugates, as appropriate. The points of the co-spin bundle
are labelled by pairs (xa, πB′), with πB′ a co-spinor at the point xa. The co-spin
bundle has real dimension eight and maps naturally to the co-tangent bundle via
the map (xa, πB′)→ (xa, pb), with pb = πB′πB . Two points in the co-spin bundle
map to the same image, with pa non-zero, if and only if their co-spinors are phase
multiples of each other. The image is the part of the cotangent bundle of space-
time with pb either zero or null and future pointing. There are natural indexed
vertical vector fields ∂A′ and ∂A, which annihilate xb and which obey the relations:
∂A
′
πB′ = δ
A′
B′ , ∂
A′πB = 0, ∂
A
πB′ = 0, ∂
A
πB = δ
A
B .
The spinor translation of the operators h, h,H and E is as follows:
h = πA′∂
A′ , h = πA∂
A
, H = h+h = πA′∂
A′+πA∂
A
, E = h−h = πA′∂A′−πA∂A.
H generates the real scaling πA′ → etπA′ ; iE generates the phase transformation
πA′ → eitπA′ . The space-time covariant derivative extends to the co-spin bundle
such that ∂aπB′ = 0. The null geodesic spray, denoted N , is the vector field:
N = πA′πA∂a.
The equation N f = 0 gives the twistor functions. The twistor variables are:
Zα = (ixaπA′ , πA′), Zα = (πA,−ixaπA).
Note that NZα = 0, NZα = 0 and ZαZα = 0. Any function killed by N
may be regarded as a function of Zα. The space of affinely parametrized null
geodesics, with attached covariantly constant non-zero spinor πA′ is isomorphic
to the space N with a complex two-plane I removed (this two-plane corresponds to
the vertex of the null cone at infinity, when Minkowski space-time is appropriately
conformally compactified). The functions f ∈ Hk are defined by the formulas:
N f = (H − k)f = 0, f(xa, sπA′) = skf(xa, πA′), where 0 6= s ∈ R.
Using the twistor variables, we have f(sZα) = skf(Zα), for s real and non-zero.
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12 The spinor translation of the operators of o(T)
We write out the operators Eαβ , its conjugate Eαβ and Eαβ on the spin bundle.
First, for the operator Eαβ = Zα∂β − Zβ∂α, we have the derivatives:
Eαβ(Zγ, Zγ) = (0, Z
αδβγ − Zβδαγ ).
Write:
Eαβ = Aαβd∂d + A
αβ
C ∂
C
+ AαβC′ ∂
C′ .
Then we have:
0 = (Aαβd∂d + A
αβ
C ∂
C
+ AαβC′ ∂
C′)(ixcπC′ , πC′) = (iA
αβcπC′ + A
αβ
C′ x
c, A
αβ
C′ ).
So AαβC′ = 0 and Aαβc = πC
′
XαβC . Then we have:
πCE
αβ = πCX
αβDπD
′
∂d + πCA
αβ
E ∂
E
= XαβπC
′
∂c + πCA
αβ
E ∂
E
.
Here Xαβ = πCXαβC . Finally we need:
πCE
αβ(−ixdπD, πD) = (XαβπC′∂c + πCAαβE ∂
E
)(−ixdπD, πD)
= πC(−iXαβπD′ − iAαβD xd, AαβD ).
So we get:
(−iXαβπC′ − iAαβC xc, AαβC ) = 2Z [αδβ]γ .
So we have:
A
αβ
C = 2Z
[αδ
β]
C , X
αβ = 2Z [αXβ],
XβπC
′
+ δβCx
c = iδC
′β + λC
′
Zβ,
XBπC
′
+ xBC
′
= iλC
′
xBB
′
πB′ ,
XB′π
C′ = λC
′
πB′ + iδ
C′
B′ = λB′π
C′ + (i+ πE′λ
E′)δC
′
B′ ,
πC′λ
C′ = −i, XB′ = λB′ ,
XBπC
′
= −xBC′ + iλC′xBB′πB′ = iλB′xBB′πC′ ,
Xβ = (ixbλB′ , λB′), πC′λ
C′ = −i.
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So finally we may write:
πCE
αβ = XαβπC
′
∂c + 2πCZ
[αδ
β]
E ∂
E
, πC′Eαβ = Xαβπ
C∂c + 2πC′Z [αδβ]E′∂
E′ .
Here Xαβ has entries:
XAB = ǫABxcπ
C′xB
′CλB′ =
i
2
ǫABx2,
XA′B′ = −iǫA′B′ , XAB′ = ZAXB′ − ZB′XA = xAB′ .
In particular, we have then the contractions:
XαβXδβ = 0, X
αβZβ = 0.
Also we have:
πC
′
∂cX
αβ = (−iǫABπC′xC′C , πB′δAC , 0) = −2Z [αδβ]C ,
XαB′π
B′ = (−xaπA′, iπA′) = iZα,
∂E
′
Zα = (ixAE
′
, δE
′
A′ ) = ǫ
E′B′(ixAB′ , ǫA′B′) = iǫ
E′B′XαB′ ,
πA
′
∂aZβ = −iπA(0, πB′).
Next consider the operator:
Eαβ = Z
α∂β − Zβ∂α.
We have EαβZγ = δ
γ
βZ
α and EαβZγ = −δαγZβ. Also we have:
EαβπC′ = δβC′Z
α, EαβπC = −δαCZβ.
Next we have:
(Eαβx
c)πC′ = −i(EαβZC)− xcEαβπC′ = −iZα(δCβ − ixcδβC′)
= −i(ixDC′δαD + δαC
′
)(δCβ − ixCD
′
δβD′)πC′.
(Eαβx
c)πC = i(E
α
βZ
C′
)− xcEαβπC = −iZβ(δαC
′
+ ixcδαC).
So we may take:
Eαβx
c = −i(ixDC′δαD + δαC
′
)(δCβ − ixCD
′
δβD′).
Then we have:
Eαβ = −i(ixDC
′
δαD + δ
αC′)(δCβ − ixCD
′
δβD′)∂c + Z
αδβC′∂
C′ − ZβδαC∂
C
= −iXαE′XδE∂e + ZαδβC′∂C
′ − ZβδαC∂
C
.
Taking the trace, we get the expected formulas:
Eαα = πC′∂
C′ − πC∂C = h− h = E.
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13 The spinor description of the null twistor wave
operator
We now are able to compute, in the spinor formalism, the following quantity,
which gives the main part of the twistor wave operator:
πC′πCE
αβEδβ = πCE
αβπC′Eδβ
= (XαβπE
′
∂CE′ + 2πCZ
[αδ
β]
E ∂
E
)(Xδβπ
F∂FC′ + 2πC′Z [δδβ]F ′∂
F ′)
= Xαβ(πE
′
∂CE′Xδβ)π
F∂FC′+πC′X
α
E′(π
E′∂CE′Zδ)∂
E′−πC′Xαβ(πE′∂CE′Zβ)δδE′∂E′
+πC′ZδX
α
F ′π
E′∂CE′∂
F ′+πCZ
αXδβδ
β
E∂
E
πF∂FC′+4πCπC′Z
[αδ
β]
E ∂
E
Z [δδβ]F ′∂
F ′
= ZαXδCπ
F∂FC′ − iπC′πCXαE′(0, πD
′
)∂E
′ − πC′πCZαδδE′∂E′
+πC′ZδX
α
F ′π
E′∂CE′∂
F ′ − πCZαXδE∂EC′ + πCZαXδEπF∂FC′∂
E
−4iπCπC′Z [αδβ]E (ǫEFX [δ|F |)δβ]F ′∂F
′
+ 4πCπC′Z
[αδ
β]
EZ [δδβ]F ′∂
E
∂F
′
= ZαXδCπ
F∂FC′ − iπC′πCXαE′(0, πD
′
)∂E
′ − πC′πCZαδδE′∂E′
+πC′ZδX
α
F ′π
E′∂CE′∂
F ′ − πCZαXδE∂EC′ + πCZαXδEπF∂FC′∂
E
+iπCπC′Z
α(ǫEFXEF )δδF ′∂
F ′ + iπCπC′δ
α
E(ǫ
EFXδF )πF ′∂
F ′
−πCπC′ZαδδF ′πE∂E∂F ′ − πCπC′δαEZδπF ′∂
E
∂F
′
Conjugating and adding, we get:
πC′πC(E
αβEδβ + EδβE
αβ)
= Zα(XδCπ
F∂FC′−πC′πCδδE′∂E′+πCXδFπE∂EC′∂F−πCXδE∂EC′+πCXδEπF∂FC′∂
E
−2πCπC′δδF ′∂F ′ − πCπC′δδF ′πE∂E∂F ′ − πCπC′δE′δπF∂E′∂F )
−iπC′πC(XαF ′δδE′πE
′ − δαE(ǫEFXδF )πF ′)∂F
′
+ c.c.
Now we have:
XαB′ = (X
A
B′ , XA′B′) = (x
A
B′ ,−iǫA′B′)
= −iǫC′B′(ixAC′ , δC′A′ ) = −iǫC′B′(ixcδαC + δαC
′
).
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So we get:
XαF ′δδE′π
E′−δαE(ǫEFXδF )πF ′ = XαF ′δδE′πE
′−iδαE(ǫEF ǫCF (−ixcδC′δ+δCδ )πF ′
= XαF ′δδE′π
E′ − iδαC(−ixcδC′δ + δCδ )πF ′
= ǫE
′B′XαB′δδE′πF ′ +X
α
G′π
G′δδF ′ − iδαC(−ixcδC′δ + δCδ )πF ′
= −i(ixcδαC + δαC
′
)δδC′πF ′ + iZ
αδδF ′ − iδαC(−ixcδC′δ + δCδ )πF ′
= −iδαδ πF ′ + iZαδδF ′ .
So we now have the formula, using the relations h = πA′∂A
′
, h = πA∂
A
, H =
h+ h and E = h− h:
πC′πC((δ
α
δ+Z
αδδE′∂
E′+Zδδ
α
E∂
E
)(H+2)+EαβEδβ+EδβE
αβ−2δαδ−(ZαδδE′∂E
′−ZδδαE∂
E
)E)
= Zα(XδCπ
F∂FC′ − πCXδE∂EC′ + 2πCXδFπE∂EC′∂
F
) + c.c.
= Zα(XδCπ
F∂FC′−πCXδE∂EC′+2πCǫEGXδGπF∂EC′∂
F
+2πCXδDπ
D∂FC′∂
F
)+c.c.
= Zα(−XδCπE∂EC′+πCXδE∂EC′+πCǫEGXδG∂EC′(H−E+2)−2iZδπC∂FC′∂
F
)+c.c.
= Zα(XδEπ
E∂CC′ + πCǫ
EGXδG∂EC′(H − E + 2)− 2iZδπC∂FC′∂F ) + c.c.
= Zα(πCǫ
EGXδG∂EC′(H −E + 2)− 2iZδπC∂FC′∂F ) + c.c.
We re-write the−E-coefficient of the right-hand side of this equation; this coeffi-
cient is:
Y αδ = Z
απCǫ
EGXδG∂EC′ − c.c.
= iπCX
α
E′π
E′XδG∂
G
C′ − c.c.
= iπC′πCX
α
E′XδG∂
GE′ + iXαC′π
D′πCXδG∂
G
D′ − c.c.
= iπC′πCX
α
E′XδG∂
GE′ + iXαC′π
D′πGXδG∂D′C − iXαC′XδCπD
′
πD∂D′D − c.c.
= iπC′πCX
α
E′XδG∂
GE′ + ZδX
α
C′π
D′∂D′C − iXαC′XδCπD
′
πD∂D′D − c.c.
= iπC′πCX
α
E′XδG∂
GE′−ZδXαD′πC′∂D
′
C +ZδX
α
E′π
E′∂C′C−iXαC′XδCπD
′
πD∂D′D−c.c.
= iπC′πCX
α
E′XδG∂
GE′−ZδXαD′πC′∂D
′
C +iZ
αZδ∂C′C−iXαC′XδCπD
′
πD∂D′D−c.c.
= iπC′πCX
α
E′XδG∂
GE′−ZδXαD′πC′∂D
′
C +iZ
αZδ∂C′C−iXαC′XδCπD
′
πD∂D′D−c.c.
= −Y αδ + 2iπC′πCXαE′XδG∂GE
′
+ 2iZαZδ∂C′C − 2iXαC′XδCπD
′
πD∂D′D
= iπC′πCX
α
E′XδE∂
EE′ + iZαZδ∂C′C − iXαC′XδCπD
′
πD∂D′D
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Now assume that H + 2 = 0 and N = πD′πD∂D′D = 0. Also note that the
operators N and E commute. Then we have:
πC′πC(E
αβEδβ +EδβE
αβ − 2δαδ − (−iXαD′XδD∂DD
′
+ZαδδE′∂
E′ −ZδδαE∂
E
)E)
= −iZαZδ(2πC∂FC′∂F − 2πC′∂F ′C∂F ′ + ∂CC′E).
From the work of the last section, we recognize the term −iXαD′XδD∂DD′ +
ZαδδE′∂
E′−ZδδαE∂
E
as being exactly the operator Eαδ . So, substituting, we have,
provided H + 2 = N = 0:
πC′πC(E
αβEδβ + EδβE
αβ − 2δαδ −Eαδ E)
= −iZαZδ(2πC∂FC′∂F − 2πC′∂F ′C∂F ′ + ∂CC′E).
The left-hand side of this equation is exactly 2πC′πC times the twistor wave op-
erator. We have proved that the spinor description of the operator , induced by
∂α∂
α
, on twistor functions f , of total degree minus two, is given by the formula:
πC′πC(f) = i
(
πC′∂
F ′∂F ′Cf − πC∂F∂FC′∂Ff − 1
2
∂CC′Ef
)
.
It is not immediately obvious that the right-hand side of this equation is propor-
tional to πC′πC . To verify this directly, first note that sinceN f = 0, we may write
∂af = πA′fA + πAfA′ , for some fA. Then we have:
πC′∂
F ′∂F ′Cf − πC∂F∂FC′f − 1
2
∂CC′Ef
= πC′(h + 2)fC − πC(h + 2)fC′ + πC′πC(∂F
′
fF ′ − ∂FfF )−
1
2
E∂CC′f
=
1
2
((2h+ 2−E)(πC′fC)− (2h+ 2 + E)(πCfC′)) + πC′πC(∂F
′
fF ′ − ∂FfF )
=
1
2
(H + 2)(πC′fC − πCfC′) + πC′πC(∂F
′
fF ′ − ∂
F
fF ).
It remains to show that the quantity hc = (H+2)(πC′fC−πCfC′) is proportional
to πC′πC . Since the co-vector hc is purely imaginary, it suffices to show that
πC
′
hc = 0. We have:
πC
′
hc = π
C′(H + 2)(πC′fC − πCfC′)
= (H + 1)(πC
′
(πC′fC − πCfC′)) = (H + 1)(πC
′
(−πC′fC − πCfC′))
= −(H + 1)(πC′∂cf) = −πC′(H + 2)∂cf = −πC′∂c(H + 2)f = 0.
Here we used that f has total degree minus two and that the operators ∂a and H
commute, whereas HπA′ = πA′(H + 1).
Next we verify that the quantity i(πC′∂F
′
∂F ′Cf − πC∂F∂FC′∂Ff − 12∂CC′Ef)
is killed by the operator N and is of total degree −2. That the degree is −2
is immediate, since f is of degree minus two and since H commutes with the
operators E, ∂a, πA′∂B
′
and πA∂
B
. It follows that (f) has total degree −4, as
expected. Then we have, since N commutes with ∂a and with E and kills f :
πD
′
πD∂d(i(πC′∂
F ′∂F ′Cf − πC∂F∂FC′∂Ff − 1
2
∂CC′Ef))
= −i(πC′πD∂d∂D′Cf − πCπD′∂d∂DC′∂Ff) = − i
2
πC′πC(∂a∂
af − ∂a∂af) = 0.
Since N also commutes with πC′πC , we have shown that the function (f) lies
in H−4, as expected. We introduce the Lorentz generators of the co-spin-bundle:
∂B
′
A′ = πA′∂
B′ − 1
2
πC′∂
C′ .
Note that ∂A′A′ = 0, so ∂A′B′ = ∂B′A′ . Then we may write our operator on H−2 as:
πC′πC = i(∂
F ′
C′∂F ′C − ∂
F
C∂FC′).
Finally, let gA and hA′ be any smooth functions, not necessarily complex conju-
gates of each other, such that ∂af = πA′gA + πAhA′ . So we have gA = fA + πAp
and hA′ = fA′ − πA′p, for some smooth function p. Then we have:
1
2
(H + 2)(πC′gC − πChC′) + πC′πC(∂F ′hF ′ − ∂F gF )
= −iπC′πC(f) + (H + 2)(πC′πCp)− πC′πC(∂F ′(πF ′p) + ∂F (πFp))
= πC′πC(−i(f) + (H + 4)p− (h + 2)p− (h+ 2)p) = −iπC′πC(f).
We have proved that the twistor wave operator  maps H−2 to H−4. Acting on a
function f(x, π), which obeys N f = (H + 2)f = 0 and f(x,−π) = f(x, π), we
have:
πA′πA(f) = i(∂
B′
A′ ∂B′A − ∂
B
A∂BA′).
Alternatively, we first write ∂af = πA′fA+πAfA′ , with fA and fA′ smooth. Then:
−iπA′πA(f) = 1
2
(H + 2)(πA′fA − πAfA′) + πA′πA(∂B′fB′ − ∂BfB).
In particular, if we arrange that (H + 3)fA = 0 and (H + 3)fA′ = 0 (or indeed, if
we arrange just one of these relations, since the other then follows automatically),
then we have just:
∂af = πA′fA+πAfA′ , (H+3)fA = 0, (H+3)fA′ = 0, (f) = i(∂
B′fB′−∂BfB).
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14 The spinor integral operator: the Ξ-transform
We next construct a spinor integral operator which goes back from H−4 to H−2.
Let f(x, π) be a twistor function of total degree −4 (i.e. f ∈ H−4), so we have:
0 = πA
′
πA∂af(x, π) = (πA′∂
A′ + πA∂
A
+ 4)f(x, π), f(x,−π) = f(x, π).
Then we define the Ξ-transform Ξ(f)(x, η) of f by the formula:
Ξ(f)(x, η) = i
∫
πA′η
A′>0
f(xa + sηAηA
′
, πC′)dsπ
B′dπB′π
BdπB.
Here the variable s ranges over the whole real line. Also the spinor integral is
taken in the space of spinors πA′ such that πA′ηA
′ is real and positive. We assume
that f is sufficiently smooth and well-behaved at infinity such that all the integrals
under consideration converge nicely. Note that the requirement that f(x, π) be
of degree minus four is natural, since the differential form πB′dπB′πBdπB has
weight four, so the total weight of the integrand is zero, as required for the integral
to be well-defined. If we write the transform out with the symplectic spinor forms
written in explicitly, we have:
Ξ(f)(x, η) = i
∫
πA′ηB′ ǫ
A′B′>0
f(xa+sǫABǫA
′B′ηBηB′ , πC′)dsǫ
D′E′ǫDEπD′dπE′πDdπE .
The point here now is that under a real conformal transformation ǫAB → uǫAB
with u > 0 real, combined with the replacement s → u−2s the integral is invari-
ant. So the integral is conformally invariant.
We need to check that the differential form being integrated is closed. So we need
to show that if f(πA′) is smooth and obeys the relation: 0 = (πA′∂A
′
+πA∂
A
+4)f ,
then the following differential three-form vanishes identically on the space where
πA′η
A′ is real and πA′ is non-zero, for any fixed non-zero spinor ηA
′
:
d(fπB
′
dπB′π
BdπB)
= (dπA′∂
A′f+dπA∂
A
f)πB
′
dπB′π
BdπB+fdπ
B′dπB′π
BdπB−fπB′dπB′dπBdπB
=
1
2
((πA′∂
A′ + 2)f)dπB
′
dπB′π
BdπB − 1
2
((πA∂
A
+ 2)f)πB
′
dπB′dπ
BdπB
=
1
2
((πA′∂
A′ + 2)f)ξ,
ξ = dπB
′
dπB′π
BdπB + π
B′dπB′dπ
BdπB.
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So it remains to be shown that the differential form ξ vanishes identically. To do
this efficiently, first note that since πA′ηA
′ is real, by assumption, for each fixed
ηA′ , the space of allowable spinors πA′ lies in a real vector space of three real
dimensions. So the four-form Ξ = dξ = 2dπB′dπB′dπBdπB vanishes identically.
Also the vector field H = πA′∂A
′
+πA∂
A is tangent to the relation obeyed by πA′ :
0 = πA′η
A′ − πAηA. Contracting Ξ with H gives the form 4ξ. Since the form Ξ
vanishes, so does any contraction of Ξ, so ξ vanishes also, as required and we are
done.
Note that using the transformation (πA′, ηB′)→ (−πA′ ,−ηB′), we find thatΞ(f)(x, η) =
Ξ(f)(x,−η). Next note that under the replacement xa → xa + kηAηA′ , com-
bined with the variable replacement s → s− k, the integral remains invariant, so
Ξ(f)(x, η) is constant along the null geodesic spray, so is a twistor function:
ηA
′
ηA∂af(x, η) = 0.
Next if we scale ηA′ → pηA′ , where p is real and positive, combined with a vari-
able change s → sp−2, then the integral scales as Ξ(f)(x, pη) = p−2Ξ(f)(x, η).
So we have proved the desired relation:
• The transform f → Ξ(f) maps the space H−4 to the space H−2.
We call this transform the Ξ transform. We can rewrite the Ξ-transform to obviate
the requirement that πA′ηA
′ be real as follows:
Ξ(f)(x, η) = i
∫
f
(
xa + sηAηA
′
,
πC′
πE′ηE
′
)
ds
πB
′
dπB′π
BdπB
(πE′ηE
′
πEη
E)2
.
Here we have used the fact that f is of homogeneous of degree minus four in
the variable πA′ under positive real scalings. The point now is that the integrand
is invariant under complex scalings πA′ → sπA′ with s any non-zero complex
number, so in the integral we no longer need to constrain πA′ by the requirement
that πA′ηA
′ be real. Note, however, the key fact that the integral is not in general
invariant under phase transformations ηA′ → ληA′ with |λ| = 1. The integral may
now be construed as taken over R × S2, where the R-factor corresponds to the
s variable and the S2-factor represents the Riemann sphere corresponding to the
complex projective space of the co-spin space with its origin deleted. Since this
formula is homogeneous in the variable πA′ , we can also normalize the spinor πA′
by the relation πA′ηA
′
= 1 and then the transform formula reads:
Ξ(f)(x, η) = i
∫
πA′η
A′=1
f(xa + sηAηA
′
, πC′)dsπ
B′dπB′π
BdπB.
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15 The equation  ◦ Ξ = 0
We begin by re-writing the basic Ξ-transform formula, using the fact that f(x, π)
is a twistor function, so may be written as f(ωA, πA′), where ωA = ixaπA′ :
Ξ(f)(x, η) = i
∫
f
(
ixaπA′
πE′ηE
′
+ isηA,
πC′
πE′ηE
′
)
ds
πB
′
dπB′π
BdπB
(πE′ηE
′
πEη
E)2
.
Note that, since f ∈ H−4, the function f(ωA, πA′) obeys the scaling relation
f(tωA, tπA′) = t
−4f(ωA, πA′), for any positive real number t. Inside the integral,
denote the operator ∂
∂ωA
by ∂A, with conjugate ∂A′ . Note that the quantity ∂Af
obeys the scaling relation (∂Af)(tωA, tπA′) = t−5f(ωA, πA′), for any positive real
number t. Applying the derivative ∂a to the integral formula, inside the integral
we have:
∂aΞ(f)(x, η) = −
∫ ((
πA′
πE′ηE
′
∂A − πA
πEη
E
∂A′
)
f
)(
ixaπA′
πE′ηE
′
+ isηA,
πC′
πE′ηE
′
)
dsπB
′
dπB′π
BdπB
(πE′ηE
′
πEη
E)2
We re-write the operator part of the integrand, acting on the function f
(
ixaπA′
πE′ηE
′
+ isηA,
πC′
πE′ηE
′
)
as follows:
− 1
(πE′ηE
′
πEη
E)2
(
πA′
πE′ηE
′
∂A − πA
πEη
E
∂A′
)
= − 1
(πE′ηE
′
πEη
E)3
(πBη
BπA′∂A−πB′ηB′πA∂A)
=
1
(πE′ηE
′
πEη
E)3
(πA′π
BηA∂B − πAπB
′
ηA′∂B′ − πA′πA(ηC∂C − ηC′∂C′))
=
1
(πE′ηE
′
πEη
E)3
(
πA′π
BηA∂B − πAπB
′
ηA′∂B′ + iπA′πA
∂
∂s
)
.
Integrating out the ∂
∂s
term, we get the relation:
∂aΞ(f)(x, η) = ηA′fA(x, η) + ηAfA′(x, η),
fA′(x, η) =
∫
πA′π
B(∂Bf)
(
ixaπA′
πE′ηE
′
+ isηA,
πC′
πE′ηE
′
)
dsπB
′
dπB′π
BdπB
(πE′ηE
′
πEηE)3
.
Note that under the replacement ηA′ → −ηA′ , we get fA′(x,−η) = −fA′(x, η).
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Next note that under the scaling transformation ηA′ → tηA′ , with t > 0, combined
with the transformation s→ t−2s, the function (∂Bf)
(
ixaπA′
πE′ηE
′
+ isηA,
πC′
πE′ηE
′
)
scales by a factor of t5. Also the differential form dsπ
B′dπB′π
BdπB
(πE′ηE
′
πEηE)3
scales by a
factor of t−8. So the integral scales by a factor of t−3 and we have the relation:
f(x, tη) = t−3f(x, η), for non-zero real number t.
Denote the derivative operator ∂
∂ηA′
by DA′ , with conjugate DA. Then the quan-
tity fA′(x, η) obeys the homogeneity relation:
(ηB′D
B′ + ηBD
B
+ 3)fA′ = 0.
Next we have, using the fact that πA′DA
′
annihilates both the quantities πA′ηA
′
and πAηA:
DA
′
fA′ =
∫
πA′D
A′πB(∂Bf)
(
ixaπA′
πE′ηE
′
+ isηA,
πC′
πE′ηE
′
)
dsπB
′
dπB′π
BdπB
(πE′ηE
′
πEηE)3
=
∫
−isπB′πB(∂B′∂Bf)
(
ixaπA′
πE′ηE
′
+ isηA,
πC′
πE′ηE
′
)
dsπB
′
dπB′π
BdπB
(πE′ηE
′
πEηE)3
.
The right-hand side of this equation is real, so immediately we have the differential
equation:
DA
′
fA′ −DAfA = 0.
Comparing with our calculations of the twistor wave operator, we have proved
that the function Ξ(f)(x, η) automatically obeys the twistor wave equation:
((Ξ(f)))(x, η) = 0.
We have proved:
• The composition of operators  ◦ Ξ : H−4 →H−4 vanishes identically.
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16 The equation Ξ ◦ = 0
Suppose that a twistor function f of degree minus four lies in the image of 
acting on H−2, so we have, for some function g(x, π) ∈ H−2 the relations:
∂ag = πA′gA + πAgA′,
(H + 3)gA = 0, (H + 3)gA′ = 0,
i(∂A
′
gA′ − ∂AgA) = f.
Henceforth assume that πA′ηA
′ 6= 0. Then we may write gA′ = ηA′q+πA′p, where
p and q are functions of xa and πA′ , with (H + 3)q = 0 and (H + 4)p = 0. Put
r = p+ p, so (H + 4)p = 0. Note that:
∂A
′
gA′ = ∂
A′ηA′q + ∂
A′πA′p = ηA′∂
A′q + (h+ 2)p
= ηA′∂
A′q +
1
2
(h− h)p.
Then we have:
∂ag(x, π) = πA′ηAq + πAηA′q + πAπA′r,
(H + 3)q = 0, (H + 4)r = 0,
iηA∂
A
q − iηA′∂A′q − i
2
(h− h)r = f.
Here r = |πC′ηC′|2ηA′ηA∂ag and πA′∂ag = −πC′ηC′πAq. We show that replacing
f by the left-hand side of this equation in the integral for Ξ(f), all terms integrate
to zero. We take the defining integral for Ξ(f) in the form:
Ξ(f) = i
∫
πE′η
E′=1
f(xa + sηA
′
ηA, πA′)dsπ
C′dπC′π
CdπC .
First consider the r term. Note that we have, when πE′ηE
′ 6= 0:
1
|πC′ηC′ |2η
A′ηA∂a(h− h)g = (h− h)r.
Then we have:
((h− h)r)(xa + sηA′ηA, πA′) = 1|πC′ηC′|2η
A′ηA(∂a(h− h)g)(xa + sηA′ηA, πA′)
=
∂
∂s
1
|πC′ηC′|2 ((h− h))g(x
a + sηA
′
ηA, πA′).
Inserting this term into the integral for Ξ(f), the term involving r integrates out to
zero.
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It remains to show that the term −iηA′∂A′q integrates to zero. Since the operator
ηA′∂
A′ preserves the quantities πC′ηC
′
and πCηC , we can assume that πC′ηC
′
= 1.
Then dπA′ = −ηA′πC′dπC′ . In particular dπA′dπB′ = 0 and dπAdπB = 0. Then
we have, for w a function of πA′:
d(wπCdπC) = ∂
A′wdπA′π
CdπC
= −(ηA′∂A′w)πC′dπC′πCdπC .
Then we have, when πA′ηA
′
= 1:
(ηE′∂
E′q)(xa+sηAηA
′
, πA′)dsπ
C′dπC′π
CdπC = d(q(x
a+sηAηA
′
, πA′)dsπ
CdπC).
So this term integrates to zero; then by complex conjugation, the q term also
integrates to zero. So Ξ(f) = 0, as required. We have proved:
• The composition of operators Ξ ◦ : H−2 →H−2 vanishes identically.
Summarizing, we have proved:
•  ◦ Ξ = 0 vanishes identically, so the kernel of  contains the image of Ξ.
• Ξ ◦ = 0 vanishes identically, so the kernel of Ξ contains the image of .
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17 O(4, 4) triality using quaternions
Consider three eight-dimensional metric vector spaces Vα, Vβ and Vγ , whose
elements λ are represented as pairs of quaternions λ = (P,Q), equipped with an
O(4, 4)-metric λ.λ = |Q|2−|P |2. Typical elements of Vα, Vβ and Vγ are denoted
α = (A,B), β = (C,D) and γ = (X, Y ), respectively. We introduce a triality τ ,
a real trilinear form, and three associated products, given as follows:
2τ = 2(αβγ) = 2α.(βγ) = 2α.(γβ) = 2β.(γα) = 2β.(αγ) = 2γ.(αβ) = 2γ.(βα)
= −A(CY +XD) +B(CX + Y D)− (Y C +DX)A+ (XC +DY )B
= −C(AY −XB) +D(Y B −AX)− (Y A−BX)C + (BY −XA)D
= −X(AD − CB) + Y (BD − CA)− (DA−BC)X + (DB − AC)Y.
Note that τ = (αβγ) ∈ R. Here the three real bilinear products are:
(βγ) = (γβ) = (C,D)(X, Y ) = (CY +XD,CX + Y D) ∈ Vα,
(γα) = (αγ) = (X, Y )(A,B) = (AY −XB, Y B − AX) ∈ Vβ,
(αβ) = (βα) = (A,B)(C,D) = (AD − CB,BD − CA) ∈ Vγ.
Then we have the inner products:
(βγ).(βγ) = −|CY+XD|2+|CX+Y D|2 = (|C|2−|D|2)(|X|2−|Y |2) = (β.β)(γ.γ),
(γα).(γα) = −|AY−XB|2+|Y B−AX|2 = (|A|2−|B|2)(|X|2−|Y |2) = (γ.γ)(α.α),
(αβ).(αβ) = −|AD−CB|2+|BD−CA|2 = (|A|2−|B|2)(|C|2−|D|2) = (α.α)(β.β).
Next we have the following relations:
(α(αβ)) = (AD − CB,BD − CA)(A,B)
= (A(DB −AC)− (AD − CB)B, (DB − AC)B − A(AD − CB))
= −(AA− BB)(C,D) = (α.α)β,
(β(αβ)) = (C,D)(AD − CB,BD − CA)
= (C(BD − CA) + (AD − CB)D,C(AD − CB) + (BD − CA)D)
= −(CC −DD)(A,B) = (β.β)α,
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(α(γα)) = (A,B)(AY −XB, Y B − AX)
= (A(Y B − AX)− (AY −XB)B,B(BY −XA)− (Y A−BX)A)
= −(AA−BB)(X, Y ) = (α.α)γ,
(γ(γα)) = (AY −XB, Y B − AX)(X, Y )
= ((AY −XB)Y +X(BY −XA), (Y A−BX)X + Y (Y B − AX))
= −(XX − Y Y )(A,B) = (γ.γ)α,
(β(βγ)) = (CY +XD,CX + Y D)(C,D)
= ((CY +XD)D − C(CX + Y D), (CX + Y D)D − C(CY +XD))
= −(CC −DD)(X, Y ) = (β.β)γ,
(γ(βγ)) = (X, Y )(CY +XD,CX + Y D)
= ((CY +XD)Y −X(XC +DY ), Y (CX + Y D)− A(CY +XD))
= −(XX − Y Y )(C,D) = (γ.γ)β.
By polarizing these relations with respect to the reals, we get a series of identities.
For example, when γ′ ∈ Vγ , we have:
γ(γ′α) + γ′(γα) = 2(γ.γ′)α.
The other key identities for a triality may be verified directly:
((γα)(αβ)) = 2(αβγ)α− (α.α)(βγ),
((βγ)(γα)) = 2(αβγ)γ − (γ.γ)(αβ),
((αβ)(βγ)) = 2(αβγ)β − (β.β)(γα).
We can also prove these identities as follows; pick any α′ ∈ Vα. Then we have:
α′.((γα)(αβ)) = (α′(γα)).(αβ) = −(α(γα′)).(αβ) + 2(α.α′)γ.(αβ)
= −α(αβ)).(γα′) + 2(α.α′)γ.(αβ) = α′.(−α.α(βγ) + 2(αβγ)).
Since this formula holds for all α′, and since the inner product is non-degenerate,
we infer the relation ((γα)(αβ)) = 2(αβγ)α − (α.α)(βγ). The other identities
are proved similarly.
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Alternatively we can adopt the following approach, using the fact that the products
are generically surjective: for example, write β = (αγ′), whenever α.α 6= 0 (here
γ′ = (αβ)(α.α)−1 ∈ Vγ). Then we have:
((γα)(αβ))−2α(αβγ)+α.α(βγ) = ((γα)(α(αγ′)))−2α(α(αγ′)).γ+α.α((αγ′)γ)
= (α.α)((γ′(γα)) + (γ(γ′α))− 2(γ′.γ)α) = 0.
Since this relation holds for almost all α ∈ Vα, by continuity, it holds for all α.
Finally given any α ∈ Vα, there is a natural mapping denoted αˆ : Vβ ⊕ Vγ →
Vβ ⊕ Vγ given by the formula: αˆ(β ⊕ γ) = ((αγ) ⊕ (αβ)). Then the operators
{αˆ : α ∈ Vα}, which depend linearly on α, represent the Clifford algebra of
O(4, 4), since we have αˆ2 = (α.α)I , where I is the identity operator on Vβ ⊕Vγ .
In particular the space Vβ ⊕ Vγ may be regarded as the spin space for Vα. It then
follows from the structure theory of the representations of Clifford algebras that
the O(4, 4)-triality we have constructed is unique up to isomorphism. Of course,
we also have that Vγ⊕Vα may be considered as the spin space for Vα and Vα⊕Vβ
may be considered as the spin space for Vγ .
We say that α ∈ Vα and β ∈ Vβ are incident if and only if (αβ) = 0. Multi-
plying this condition by α, we get (α.α)β = 0; multiplying instead by β, we get
(β.β)α = 0. It follows that if α and β are incident, then either α = 0, or β = 0 or
both α and β are null vectors. Given α 6= 0, with α.α = 0, the space of all β such
that αβ = 0 turns out to be four-dimensional. Note also that if (αβ) = (αβ ′) = 0,
then we have:
0 = β ′(αβ) + β(αβ ′) = 2(β.β ′)α.
So β and β ′ are necessarily orthogonal, if α 6= 0. Using our quaternionic formal-
ism, the condition (A,B)(C,D) = 0 becomes:
AD − CB = BD − CA = 0.
For (A,B) non-zero and null we have |A|2 = |B|2 6= 0. So we may write
(C,D) = (As, tB), for some quaternions s and t. Then we need:
0 = AtB − AsB, 0 = BBt− sAA = |B|2(t− s).
The general solution is just s = t and we have (C,D) incident with (A,B) 6= 0 if
and only if |A|2 = |B|2 6= 0 and (C,D) = (At, tB), for some quaternion t. Note
that the space of solutions is a four-dimensional completely null subspace of Vβ,
the maximal possible dimension for such a completely null subspace.
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18 The twistor approach to O(4, 4)-triality
We represent a twistor Zα by a pair of quaternions: Zα = (C,D). The O(4, 4)-
inner product of Zα with itself is −|C|2 + |D|2 = ZαZα. We select a unit imagi-
nary quaternion i and write any quaternion q uniquely as sum q = q1 + q2, where
q1i = iq1 (equivalently iq1i = −q1) and q2i = −iq2 (equivalently iq2i = q2);
explicitly we have and q1 = 12(q − iqi) and q2 = 12(q + iqi). If j and k are unit
imaginary quaternions, such that ij = −ji = k and if q = t + xi + yj + zk,
with t, x, y, z real numbers, then iqi = −t − xi + yj + zk, so q1 = t + xi and
q2 = yj+ zk = (y+ iz)j = j(y− iz). We identify the (commutative) subalgebra
of all the quaternions q such that q = q1, equivalently qi = iq, with the complex
numbers C. Then, for any q ∈ C and Zα = (C,D), we define (qZ)α = (Cq, qD),
making the space of all twistors into a four-dimensional complex vector space.
Write C = c0 + jc1 and D = d0 + d1j, where c0, c1, d0 and d1 are complex
numbers. Then we may represent Zα by the complex four-vector (c0, c1, d0, d1),
with the action of C just given by left multiplication. The conjugate (dual) vector
is then Zα = (−c0,−c1, d0, d1). Consider the twistor description of the triality
transformation Zα = (C,D) → Uα = (CY + XD,CX + Y D), where (X, Y )
are given quaternions. This is real linear in the variables X and Y , so to under-
stand this action it suffices to take the four cases: Y = x ∈ C, Y = j, Y = k,
X = x0 + jx1, where x0 and x1 are complex numbers.
• Y = x is just the transformation Zα → Uα = xZα.
• Y = j maps Zα = (c0, c1, d0, d1) to Uα = (−c1, c0,−d1, d0) = AβαZβ,
with matrix:
A =
0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0
.
(The matrix multiplication here is acts on Zβ from the left with Zβ treated
as a column matrix).
• Y = k maps Zα = (c0, c1, d0, d1) to Uα = (ic1,−ic0,−id1, id0) = BβαZβ,
with matrix:
B =
0 −i 0 0
i 0 0 0
0 0 0 −i
0 0 i 0
.
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• X = x0 + jx1 maps Zα = (c0, c1, d0, d1) to Uα = (x0d0 + x1d1, x1d0 −
x0d1, x0c0 + x1c1, x1c0 + x0c1) = C
βαZβ, with matrix:
C =
0 0 x0 x1
0 0 x1 −x0
−x0 −x1 0 0
−x1 x0 0 0
.
Combining these transformations the full transformation is of the form:
Zα → Uα = xZα +XβαZβ.
Here Xαβ = pAαβ + qBαβ + Cαβ = −Xβα, where Y = x+ pj + qk, with p and
q real. It is easily checked that the skew twistor Xαβ obeys the reality condition:
Xαβ =
1
2
ǫαβγδX
γδ.
Here ǫαβγδ is completely skew and is chosen such that ǫ1234 = −1. Finally the
space of all skew twistors Xαβ obeying the reality condition is a six-dimensional
vector space over the reals and may be parametrized by the quaternion X together
with the part, pj + qk, of the quaternion Y that obeys Y i = −iY . The matrix for
Xαβ is:
Xαβ =
0 p− iq x0 x1
−p + iq 0 x1 −x0
−x0 −x1 0 −p− iq
−x1 x0 p+ iq 0
.
We have 1
4
XαβXαβ + |x|2 = −|X|2 + |Y |2. Also note that we have:
UαUα = |x|2ZαZα +XβαZβXγαZγ =
(
1
4
XαβXαβ + |x|2
)
ZγZγ.
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Note that the O(4, 4)-triality 2τ relating Zα = (C,D), (X, Y ) and W α = (A,B)
is then the (doubled) inner product W αUα +UαWα of W α = (A,B) with Uα, so
is
2τ = xZαWα + xW
α
Zα +X
αβZαWβ +XαβZ
αW
β
.
The three triality products are now:
(Zα, (x,Xαβ)) = Wα = xZα +XβαZ
β,
(Wα, (x,X
αβ)) = Zα = xW
α −XβαWβ,
(Zα,Wβ) = (x,X
αβ) =
(
W
α
Zα, 2Z
[αW
β]
+ ǫαβγδZγWδ
)
.
For the last of these products, note that we have:
|x|2 + 1
4
XαβXαβ = |WαZα|2 + 2Z [αW β]ZαW β = ZαZαW βWβ .
We verify directly the triality product structure:
(Z(Z, (x,X))) = (Zα, xZα +XβαZ
β)
= (xZα +XβαZβ)Zα, 2Z
[α(xZβ] −Xβ]γZγ) + ǫαβγδZγ(xZδ −XδǫZǫ))
= (xZαZα,−2Z [αXβ]γZγ − ǫαβγδZγXδǫZǫ)
Now we have:
−2Z [αXβ]γZγ − ǫαβγδZγXδǫZǫ
= XαβZγZγ − 3Z [αXβγ]Zγ + 1
2
ǫδαβγZγǫδǫζηX
ζηZǫ
= XαβZγZγ − 3Z [αXβγ]Zγ + 3ZγX [αβZγ] = XαβZγZγ.
So we have Z(Z, (x,X)) = ZαZα(x,X), as required. The other verifications are
similar and will be omitted.
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19 Triality and the invariant Ξ-transform
We assume that the twistor space is equipped with a fixed alternating tensor, ǫαβγδ ,
with complex conjugate ǫαβγδ , normalized by the relation ǫαβγδǫαβγδ = 24. Ex-
plicitly we may take ǫABC′D′ = ǫABǫC′D′ and any spinor parts of ǫαβγδ, with three
or more unprimed indices, or three or more primed indices, vanish. Let Zα be a
twistor, Wα a dual twistor and let Xαβ be a skew twistor, which obeys the real-
ity condition Xαβ = 1
2
ǫαβγδXγδ. If the twistor Xαβ has entries XAB = uǫAB ,
XAB′ = ix
A
B′ , XA′B′ = vǫA′B′ with u and v complex and xa a complex four-
vector, then Y αβ = 1
2
ǫαβγδXγδ has entries Y AB = 12ǫ
ABǫC′D′uǫ
C′D′ = uǫAB ,
Y A
′B′ = 1
2
ǫA
′B′ǫCDvǫ
CD = vǫA
′B′ and Y AB′ = −ǫACǫB′D′X DC′ = −ixAB′ . Then
the reality condition boils down to the requirement that u and v be real numbers
and that xa be a real four vector. Note that this reality condition entails the rela-
tion:
4XαβXγβ = δ
α
γX
ρσXρσ.
Also we have XαβXαβ = 2uv + 2vu + 2XAB′X BA′ = 2(uv + vu + xaxa). In
particular ifXαβ obeys the reality condition, thenXαβXαβ = 4uv+2xaxa (where
now (u, v, xa) are real). Note that the signature of the quadratic form XαβXαβ is
(4, 8), for general Xαβ and (2, 4), when Xαβ obeys the reality condition. As
studied in the previous section, the twistor triality formula is:
τ = ZαW
β
Xαβ + ZαWβX
αβ + xZαWα + xZαW
α
.
Differentiating τ with respect to Wα, we get the incidence relations:
ZαXαβ + xZβ = 0,
Multiplying this formula by 4Xγβ, we get:
0 = XρσXρσZ
γ − 4xZβXβγ = Zα(XρσXρσ + 4xx).
It quickly follows that either Zα = 0, or Xαβ = 0 and x = 0, or ZαZα =
XαβXαβ + 4xx = 0. Note that provided Xαβ obeys the reality condition, the
signature of the quadratic form XαβXαβ + 4xx = 2(2uv+ xaxa + 2xx) is (4, 4),
the same as that of the basic twistor spaces. Differentiating τ with respect to x
and Xαβ we get the incidence relations for the twistors Zα and Wα:
ZαWα = 0, 2Z
[αW
β]
= −ǫαβγδZγWδ.
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Note that the incidence condition is invariant under real scalings of the twistors
Zα and Wα, but not under complex scalings. Assume that Zα is incident with
W α, where Wα 6= 0 is given and Zα is variable. If W αWα 6= 0, the only solution
is Zα = 0. When WαWα = 0, the solution space is a real vector space of four
dimensions and every solution is null: ZαZα = 0. Henceforth we take Wα to
be non-zero and null. In (conformally compactified) real Minkowski space-time,
since Wα is null, Wα selects a null geodesic. For convenience, we assume that
Wα does not lie on the null cone at infinity. Also for convenience, we delete from
our solution space the solutions Zα, for which Zα and W α are linearly dependent
over the complex numbers. Then Zα is non-zero and null, so it also determines a
(variable) null geodesic. For convenience, we assume that these null geodesics do
not meet at infinity. Then, since ZαWα = 0, the null geodesic represented by Zα
meets that of Wα at a (variable, finite) point of the null geodesic of Wα. We may
write Wα = (ηA,−ixBA′ηB), for some fixed real vector xa and fixed non-zero
spinor ηA. Then, conjugating, we have Wα = (ixB′AηB′ , ηA′). Also the twistor
Zα may be written: Zα = (i(xAB′ + sηAηB′)πB′ , πA′), where s is a real variable
and πA′ is a non-zero variable spinor subject to the condition that πA′ηA′ be pure
imaginary and non-zero. Write πA′ηA
′
= iu, where u is real and non-zero. Note
that the condition u 6= 0 guarantees that Zα and Wα are linearly independent over
the complex numbers and that they meet at a finite point, as required. Then we
have:
dZα = −uds(ηA, 0) + (i(xAB′ + sηAηB′)dπB′ , dπA′).
Now we may write dπA′ = απA′+βηA′ , where the one-form β is complex whereas
the one-form α is real. Note that πA′dπA′ = −iuβ. Also define the fixed auxiliary
twistor Uα = (ηA, 0) (so Uα = (0, ηA′). Note that the twistors Uα, Zα and Wα
are linearly independent. Also we have ZαUα = iu. Then we have:
dZα = −udsUα + αZα + βW α.
In particular we have for the contact form:
iZαdZ
α = u2ds.
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Next let θα be an auxiliary twistor-valued (constant) Grassman variable that anti-
commutes with itself, with the exterior derivative operator and with its conjugate,
θα. Consider the four-form:
ω4 =
1
24
(θαdZα + θαdZ
α)4.
Put U = Uαθα + Uαθα, Z = Zαθα + Zαθα and W = Wαθα. Then we have:
ω4 =
1
24
(−uUds+Zα+Wβ+Wβ)4 = −uUdsZαWβWβ = (UZWW )udsαββ.
The real vector field H = Zα∂α +Zα∂
α is tangent to the relations obeyed by Zα.
Contracting dZα with H gives the relation:
ιHdZ
α = Zα = ιH(−Uαuds+ αZα + βW α).
It follows that ιH(ds) = ιH(β) = 0 and ιH(α) = 1. Define ω3 = −ιHω4. Then
we have:
ω3 = −ιHω4 = 1
6
(θαZα + θαZ
α)(θβdZβ + θβdZ
β)3 = UZWWudsββ.
Note that ω3 is a projective form of weight four: under the scaling Zα → t(Z)Zα,
where t(Z) is a non-zero function of Zα, we have ω3 → t(Z)4ω3. Next we work
out the Grassman element UZWW . Put φA = θA − ixaθA′ and υ = Uαθα =
ηA
′
θA′ . Then we have:
W = Wαθ
α = ηAθ
A − ixaηAθA′ = ηAφA,
U = υ + υ,
Zαθ
α = −i(xa + sηAηA′)πAθA′ + πAθA = πAφA − isηAπAυ,
Z = πAφ
A + πA′φ
A′ − isηAπAU,
UZWW = (υ + υ)(πAφ
A + πA′φ
A′
)(ηBφ
BηB′φ
B′
)
= − i
2
u(υ + υ)(φBηB′ − ηBφB′)φBφB
′
= iuΨ,
Ψ = −1
2
(υ + υ)(ηB′φB − ηBφB′)φBφB
′
= Ψ.
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We next show that the quantity Ψ may be neatly expressed as a quadratic in the
twistor Wα. Note that:
θαθαWW = (θ
AθA + θA′θ
A′
)WW
= ((φA + ixaθA′)θA + θA′(φ
A′ − ixaθA))WW
= (φAθA + θA′φ
A′
)ηBφ
BηB′φ
B′
= −1
2
(υφBηB′ − υφB′ηB)φBφB
′
.
Also put θαθβθγ = ǫαβγδΣδ, so Σα = −16ǫαβγδθβθγθδ. We have:
ΣA = −1
2
ǫABǫ
C′D′θBθC′θD′ =
1
2
φAθC′θ
C′ ,
ΣA
′
= −1
2
ǫA
′B′ǫCDθB′θ
CθD = −1
2
θA
′
θCθ
C
= −1
2
θA
′
(φC + 2ix
D′
C θD′)φ
C = −1
2
θA
′
φCφ
C − i
2
xaφAθC′θ
C′
= −1
2
θA
′
φCφ
C − ixaΣA,
W
α
Σα = ηA′Σ
A′ + ixaηA′ΣA = −
1
2
ηA′θ
A′φCφ
C =
1
2
υφCφ
C ,
W
α
W
β
Σαθβ =
1
2
υηB′φ
B′
φCφ
C.
Expanding out Ψ, we get:
Ψ = −1
2
υηB′φ
B′
φBφ
B − 1
2
υηBφ
BφB′φ
B′
+ c.c.
= W
α
W
β
θαΣβ + θ
αθαWW +WαWβθ
αΣ
β
.
So now we have a concrete expresssion for the three-form ω3:
ω3 = UZWWudsββ
= (W
α
W
β
θαΣβ + θ
αθαWW +WαWβθ
αΣ
β
)iu2dsββ
= i(W
α
W
β
θαΣβ + θ
αθαWW +WαWβθ
αΣ
β
)dsπC
′
πCdπC′dπC .
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Let f(Z) be a given twistor function of degree minus four: f(tZ) = t−4f(Z),
for any real non-zero real number t. The invariant Ξ-transform of f(Z) is by
definition:
Ξ(f, θ,W ) =
∫
Z incident with W
f(Z)ω3.
Here Wα is any non-zero null twistor and f(Z) is defined on N′. The integral is
taken over a three-sphere and always converges, with the result varying smoothly
with W . Comparing with our original definition of the transform Ξ(f), we find
that we have proved the fundamental fact:
• Ξ(f, θ,W ) = ΨΞ(f) = (W αW βθαΣβ +WαW βθγθγθαθβ +WαWβθαΣβ)Ξ(f).
Note that since the left-hand side of this equation is plainly invariant under the
scaling Wα → tWα, where t is any real non-zero number, so we see immediately
that Ξ(f) must be of degree minus two in Wα, which was previously established
by direct calculation.
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20 The reduction of the invariantΞ-transform to the
SU(2,C) transform
We consider the invariant Ξ-transform:
Ξ(f)(W, θ) =
∫
Z incident with W
f(Z)Z.θ(dZ.θ)3.
Here θ is a vector-valued Grassman variable. We represent Z by the quaternion
pair (C,D) andW by the quaternion pair (A,B), such that the incidence condition
of Z with W reads (C,D) = (At, tB), for some quaternion t, where |C| = |D| 6=
0 and |A| = |B| 6= 0. Also f(Z) is homogeneous of degree minus four, so
the integral is both projectively invariant and invariant under the non-zero real
scalings of W , so we may assume without loss of generality that |A|2 = |B|2 =
|C|2 = |D|2 = |t|2 = 1. Write θ = (α, β), where α and β are quaternion-
valued Grassman variables, such that Z.θ = αC +Dβ + Cα + βD and dZ.θ =
−αdC + dDβ + dCα− βdD. Substituting for Z in terms of W , we have:
Z.θ = αAt + tBβ + tAα + βBt,
dZ.θ = −αAdt + dtBβ + dtAα− βBdt.
Next write α = Aγ and β = δB, where γ = Aα and δ = βB are Grassman
variables.
Then we have:
Z.θ = γt+ tδ + tγ + δt,
dZ.θ = −γdt+ dtδ + dtγ − δdt.
Using R4 indices, we may write:
Z.θ = ǫat
a, dZ.θ = −ǫbdtb, ǫa = 2(γa + δa).
We then have:
Z.θ(dZ.θ)3 = ǫaǫbǫcǫdt
adtbdtcdtd
=
1
6
ΩW (θ)ǫabcdt
adtbdtcdtd,
ΩW (θ) =
1
4
ǫabcdǫaǫbǫcǫd.
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So after factoring out the form ΩW (θ), and writing p for t, g for A and h for B,
the transformation becomes just:
Ξ(f)(g, h) =
∫
G
f(gp, ph)ωp.
This exactly agrees with our original Ξ-transform on the Lie group SU(2,C) ×
SU(2,C, completing the demonstration that all three transformations are equiva-
lent.
Note that written invariantly, without the use of the Grassman variable θ, we have
the following expression for the transform:
Ξ(f)(W )σabcdαβ W
αW β =
∫
Z incident with W
f(Z)Z [adZbdZcdZd].
Here, as in the last section, the quantity σabcdαβ gives a natural isomorphism from
trace-free symmetric tensors Xαβ in eight dimensions to real self-dual four forms
Xabcd in eight dimensions, each space being thirty-five dimensional.
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